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One

Introduction

This study describes the state of the charanga, a Latin popular music ensemble, in New
York in 1987–1988. After sketching the historical background of the ensemble, I will
present and analyze data derived from primary �eldwork with Orquesta Broadway
and secondary work with La Orquesta Tı́pica Novel and Charanga América in the
domains of musical style, performance context, and tradition.

The music that charangas play is part of the category of Latin popular music
called salsa.1 Charangas share performance sites and audiences with salsa conjuntos,2

which outnumber charangas in New York City by a ratio of roughly �ve to one. The
repertoires of the two types of ensemble are similar in terms of genre, with the exception
of the danzón and the chachachá, which are performed almost exclusively by the
charanga.

The musical roots of salsa can be found in Cuban genres, especially the son mon-
tuno, but Puerto Rican and Nuyorican3 performers have been active in it for several

1The term salsa, meaning literally “hot sauce,” began to be applied to Cuban dance music, espe-
cially son, played by Cuban and Puerto Rican musicians in New York in the 1960s. Originally descrip-
tive of intense musical performance, the term later became a marketing term, particularly for the Fania
record label.

2The salsa conjunto is made up of lead and supporting vocalists, brass instruments (trumpets,
trombones, and less often saxophones), piano, electric bass, congas, bongos, cencerro (cowbell), claves,
timbales, and occasionally tres (guitar).

3“Nuyorican” is a term by which many Puerto Ricans who were born or grew up in New York
identify themselves. See Miguel Algarı́n and Miguel Piñero, eds., Nuyorican Poetry: An Anthology of
Puerto Rican Words and Feelings (New York: William Morrow, 1975); Juan Flores, John Attinasi, and
Pedro Pedraza, Jr., “La Carreta Made a U-Turn: Puerto Rican Language and Culture in the United
States,” Daedalus 110, no. 2 (1981): 193-217; and Asela Rodriguez de Laguna, ed., Images and Identities:
The Puerto Rican in Two World Contexts (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1987).

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

decades, and in recent years their contributions have become dominant.4 While the
charanga has had limited popularity in Puerto Rico itself (according to New York
musicians interviewed), Puerto Ricans and Nuyoricans constitute a signi�cant part of
its New York audience.

1.1 Focus of This Study

This study is based on the conception of music as a social act which can be described in
terms of three interacting domains—musical product, musical behavior, and concepts
about music—as expressed in the Merriam model.5 Musical style is here broadly de�ned
as the set of choices made by musicians which determines how the musical product will
sound. This set of choices encompasses the following categories: (1) instrumentation;
(2) how instruments are played; (3) genres; (4) arrangements; (5) choice of repertoire;
and (6) song texts.

The musical style of the charanga was found to be governed by a concept with a
wide range of applications in Cuban and Puerto Rican culture: the concept of what is
tı́pico. While the dictionary de�nition of this term is given as “typical, characteristic,”
its meaning is quite complex.

Performance context includes the site where performances occur, the audience, the
Latin popular music market in general, and the city itself. Tradition, for the purposes
of this study, is de�ned as the active maintenance of continuity with musical practices
of the past. In the case of the charanga this is manifested in terms of personal links
with earlier performers and especially in the adherence to the tı́pico style.

Little scholarly writing about the charanga ensemble exists. It is mentioned in
scholarly surveys of Cuban music;6 scholarly articles and monographs on selected

4See Larry Birnbaum, “Puerto Rican Bands Dominate Salsa,” New York Times January 4, 1987.
5Alan Merriam, The Anthropology of Music (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1964),

32–3.
6Argeliers León, Del canto y el tiempo (Havana: Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1974); Carlos Borbolla,

“Cuba. II. Folk Music,” In New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, edited by Stanley Sadie,
(London: Macmillan Vol. V (1980): 85–89.
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aspects of Latin popular music;7 and liner notes accompanying important documentary
recordings of Latin popular music;8 and in surveys of Latin popular music directed
at a general readership.9 At present there is no scholarly study of the charanga which
includes both musical and contextual data.

Given the continued existence of “the traditional charanga ensemble,”10 a �eld
research project was designed to address the following research questions:

1. What is the musical style of the charanga ensemble at present?

2. What is the social context of charanga performance?

3. What is the nature of the charanga tradition?

Preliminary research had established that, although performances by at least �ve
charangas occur at many places in the New York metropolitan area, three groups in
particular perform frequently in the main circuit of Latin dance music nightclubs (i.e.,
those which present well-known artists and advertise in the media). Charangas also
perform at smaller nightclubs and private clubs, and at weddings. These performances,
particularly those at Cuban social clubs, deserve attention, but were not included here

7Larry Crook, “A Musical Analysis of the Cuban Rumba” Latin American Music Review 3, no. 1
(1982): 92–123; Roberta L. Singer, My Music is Who I Am and What I Do: Latin Popular Music and
Identity in New York City (Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University), 1982; Peter Manuel, “The Antici-
pated Bass in Cuban Popular Music,” Latin American Music Review 6, no. 2 (1985): 249–261.

8Roberta L. Singer and Friedman, liner notes to Caliente=hot: Puerto Rican and Cuban Musi-
cal Expression in New York (New World Records 244, 1977); John Santos, liner notes to The Cuban
Danzón: Its Ancestors and Descendants (Folkways FE 4066, 1982).

9Leonardo Acosta, “Eterna juventud de nuestra music a popular,” Revolución y cultura 56 (1978):
52–5; John Storm Roberts, The Latin Tinge: The Impact of Latin American Music on the United States
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1979); César Miguel Rondón, El libro de la salsa: crónica de
la música del caribe urbano (Caracas, Venezuela: Editorial Arte, 1980); Cristóbal Dı́az Ayala, Música
cubana del areyto a la nueva trova, 2nd ed. rev. (San Juan, Puerto Rico: Editorial Cubanacan, 1981);
Isabelle Leymarie, “Salsa and Latin Jazz.” In Billy Bergman et al., Hot Sauces: Latin and Caribbean Pop
(New York: Quill, 1985); Erena Hernández, La música en persona (Havana: Editorial Letras Cubanas,
1986).

10Borbolla, “Cuba,” 88.
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in the interest of maintaining a manageable scope of inquiry.11 I therefore chose to
investigate the research questions listed above in reference to the following limited
domain:

1. One charanga (Orquesta Broadway) as a primary research group, and the two
others (Tı́pica Novel and Charanga América) as secondary research groups.

2. In a limited number of nightclubs in New York City where charanga perfor-
mances take place each weekend.

1.2 Research Procedures

In order to gather data relevant to these questions, the following procedures were
employed over a six-month period beginning in October, 1987:

1. Observation of charanga performances, documented by written notes and audio
and video recordings.

2. Interviews with musicians, managers, club owners, and audience members.12

3. Collection of relevant written documentation and commercial recordings.

1.3 Organization of This Essay

An historical sketch intended to place the charanga in the perspective of Latin popular
music in general is presented in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the musical style of the charanga

11José Fajardo, the Cuban �utist, still leads a band, but performs on the main circuit only occasion-
ally. The same is true of Son Primero, a new charanga. There are two other charangas which do not play
on the main club circuit and which I know by name only: Charanga Calé and Siglo Veinte. The latter
group is led by Steve Colón and includes the well-known Cuban violinist and tenor saxophonist José
“Chombo” Silva. Charanga “76” has changed its instrumentation by adding trombone and is therefore
a hybrid conjunto/charanga.

12All of the interviews were conducted in English. Some of the informants were native speakers of
English; some of both English and Spanish; and all were bilingual. My knowledge of Spanish is su�-
cient for reading, simple conversation, and transcribing song texts. All of the translations and musical
transcriptions in this essay are my own unless otherwise noted.
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is described. Chapter 4 presents data on the social context of charanga performance
and o�ers some preliminary analyses. The charanga tradition as conceptualized by
the musicians in the primary and secondary research groups is described in chapter
5. Chapter 6 summarizes the essay. Musical transcriptions appear throughout. Three
complete song texts with translations appear in Appendix A.



Two

The Historical Background of the

Charanga Ensemble

2.1 Introduction

During the colonial period, musical instruments, genres, practices, and concepts from
Europe and Africa were brought to Cuba, where, along with vestiges of indigenous
Cuban elements, they fused into a common musical culture. European-derived art
music activity in Cuba “surpassed that of any other Caribbean island.”1 African-derived
musics persisted with exceptional vigor in Cuba, where the importation of slaves
continued until 1886, later than in any New World country except Brazil.2

By the late 18th century, European-derived ballroom dances, among them the
French contredanse, were popular among the urban middle and upper classes.3 Borbolla
cites the minuet, waltz, and the contradanza as popular dances in the early 19th century.4

The music for these social dances was provided by the orquesta tı́pica, made up of
clarinet, cornet, trombone, violins, timbales (a mounted pair of small single-headed
drums), and güiro (a scraped serrated gourd).5 An important source of Afro-Cuban
in�uence on the European-derived salon genres was the presence of black and mulatto

1Gerard Béhague, “Cuba. I. Art Music,” in New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, edited
by Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan) vol. V (1980): 84.

2León, Del canto, 9.
3León, Del Canto, 18, 251, 275.
4“Cuba,” 86.
5León, Del canto, 20.

6
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musicians in the orquestas tı́picas as players of the timbales and güiro.6

One outcome of this in�uence was the gradual increase in the rhythmic complexity
of the contradanza throughout the 19th century. Its sectional form was extended with
the addition of a coda, in which more syncopated rhythms were introduced. Eventually
the term danzón was applied to this modi�ed contradanza. According to Borbolla,

The danzón, important in the history of Cuban dance music, was popular
between 1880 and 1940. Good orchestras proliferated on the strength of
its popularity and it was the favourite dance at all social levels. . . .The
genre remained in fashion for 60 years . . . and still remains popular.7

By the late 19th century, a new type of ensemble had emerged to play danzones: the
charanga francesa. It included �ute, piano, two violins, contrabass, timbales, and güiro.8

This type of ensemble has survived, with the addition of vocalists and tumbadora (large
conga drum), to the present day, both in Cuba and New York City. It is associated
most closely with the danzón and its derivative genres (mambo and chachachá), but
also performs other genres of Cuban popular music.

This chapter describes the historical background of the charanga chronologically,
according to ensemble type and genre. Part I covers the period up to the Cuban Revo-
lution in 1959. Part II covers the subsequent period, with developments in Cuba and
New York treated separately.

2.2 Part I: From the Beginnings to the Cuban Revolution

The Contradanza

The contradanza was a line dance made up of two 8-bar phrases, each of which is
repeated, resulting in a 32-bar, ABAB form (which itself could be repeated). Each of
the four sections had a corresponding dance step: the paseo, cadenia, sostenido, and

6León, Del canto, 234.
7“Cuba,” 87.
8León, Del Canto, 238.
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cedazo. The �rst two were slower and the second more lively.9 It was performed in a
salon setting by orquestas tı́picas.

The tresillo and cinquillo rhythms became prominent features of the contradanza
as it absorbed Afro-Cuban in�uences (example 1). The former rhythm is present in
bass lines, the latter in the timbales.

example 1 (a) tresillo (b) cinquillo

��(b) � �
�
����� (a)� ��

�
�

The Danzón

The danzon di�ered in several respects from the contradanza. It was a couple dance
rather than a line dance.10 The cinquillo rhythm was much more prominent in the
timbales. The 8-bar phrases of the contradanza were doubled in length, and a �nal
section was added that had a faster tempo and more Afro-Cuban rhythmic character.

European-derived genres such as the contradanza were organized through the
juxtaposition of melodic material and orchestral timbre in contrasting sections. The
danzón coda drew for its Afro-Cuban character on the son, which was made up of
the alternation of vocal coplas (verses) and estribillos (refrains) to the accompaniment
of an ensemble of tres (small guitar with three double courses), guitarra (Spanish
guitar), maracas (dried, seed-�lled gourds), claves (pair of hardwood sticks), bongó
(small pair of single-headed drums), and marı́mbula (wooden box with resonant metal
strips) or contrabass. In contrast to the European-derived genres, the son was organized
according to the African-derived practice of superimposing rhythmic strata.11 While the
danzón was being performed prior to 1879,12 its form was standardized and popularized
by Miguel Failde, composer of “Las Alturas de Simpson” (1879).

9León, “Del Canto,” 274.
10Carpentier, 237.
11See León, 239.
12Carpentier, 237.
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Leon states that Failde’s danzón served as a point of “concretion and convergence”
of style elements.13 In the danzón, a new section is substituted where the second B
section of the contradanza would have been, and this process could be extended at will,
resulting in the form ABACADAE.14 Each section had a new lead melodic instrument.
The �nal section was generally faster, and had repeated melodic �gures in the clarinet
part which are similar to patterns played by the tres in the son ensemble (example 2).

example 2 Danzón coda, “El Bombı́n de Barretto” Folkways FE4066

��
��

��

��

�

�

�

�
�

��

�

�
�

�
�

�

�

�
�

�
�

�

�
�

Clarinet

����� Bass�
����	

�

�

�
 Timbales�
�
 Güiro

�
�

�

�
�
�
�

�
�� �

�

�
�

As mentioned above, in the late 19th century the charanga francesa began to be
used for the performance of danzones. This type of ensemble was also known as the
charanga con piano. Antonio Marı́a Romeu is credited with establishing the piano
in the charanga, and his �orid improvisations using double-octave scales in triplets
shaped its improvisational style.15

The danzón was popular among all levels of society from 1880 to 1940.16 Danzones
were composed to commemorate a wide variety of events of popular interest, such as
“El Cometa Halley” [Halley’s Comet] (1910), by Romeu.17

13281.
14León, 284.
15León 20, 238.
16Borbolla, 87.
17León, 289.
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With the arrival of the son in Havana in the 1920s, the popularity of the danzón
decreased. The son in its urban form was performed by sextetos or septetos made up of
tres, guitar, maracas, claves, bongos, contrabass, and trumpet. The Sexteto Habanero
was an important exponent of this style, serving as an in�uence for the later conjunto
of Arsenio Rodriguez, made up of conga, bongo/cencerro (cowbell), claves, contrabass,
piano, tres, trumpet(s), and vocals.

The Danzón-mambo

The fusion of the danzón with Afro-Cuban impulses from the son and the rumba
(a genre derived from Afro-Cuban sacred music and dance) was an important one
for Cuban music. One resulting new genre, the danzón-mambo, was the result of
innovations by Orestes and Israel López, who were members of the Antonio Arcaño
orchestra. The often-made point that with this innovation, the danzón became popular
with Cubans of both European and African ancestry is supported by the following
comments by Antonio Arcaño. In an interview with Erena Hernández, he discussed
the types of jobs his orchestra played in the 1930s and 40s, and how poorly they paid.
He played for social clubs made up of black Cubans for almost nothing, because of
the enthusiasm they had for music.

[The black social clubs] were the ones that helped me get back on my feet
[after the other jobs], because the black man is a sophisticated listener
and very rhythmic, and when they saw my orchestra for the �rst time
they called us “The Yankees,” after a baseball team that was very popular
here and had that name. The blacks were the judges of the charanga, and
they were never wrong in their verdict; when they said someone was good,
there was no doubt left. They used to say to the whites who stopped
outside to listen, when we played at their societies, “Chico, take Arcaño,
he’s good.”18

[Las sociedades negras] fueron las que me ayudaron a levantar cabeza,
porque el negro es muy auditivo, muy ritmático, y cuando oyeron por

18Hernández 1986, 48.
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primera vez mi orquesta nos llamaron “los yanquis,” por una novena de
pelota que gustó mucho aquı́, y tenı́a ese nombre. Los negros eran los
jueces de la charanga, y nunca se equivocaban en el veredicto; cuando
a�rmaban que uno era bueno, no quedaba duda. Le decı́an a los blan-
cos que se paraban por fuera a oı́r, cuando tocábamos en las sociedades:
“Chico, lleva a Arcaño, que es bueno.”

Hernández’s interviews with Pérez Prado (1986: 13-27), Orestes López (28-42), and
Enrique Jorrı́n (67- 85) shed interesting light on the development of the mambo and
the ensuing debate over claims of originality. See also George Maysonet’s comments
on the black and white Cuban social clubs, in chapter 4.

The coda of the danzón was made more Afro-Cuban in the following ways: a conga
was added to the charanga ensemble; the timbalero plays on beats 1 and 3 on the cencerro;
the strings and piano play interlocking tumbaos or guajeos (repeated melodic-rhythmic
patterns); the bass tumbao anticipates the downbeat; and the �ute and piano improvise
over the resulting rhythmic background. Example 3 shows a transcription of the �rst
12 measures of the mambo section of the composition “Mambo” by Orestes López.
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example 3 “Mambo” (O. López), mm. 1-12, Arcaño Orch., LD-3917
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After the son became popular in the 1920s, the charanga ensemble played a subor-
dinate role to the more popular conjuntos, which included brass instruments rather
than strings. Although the mambo was developed in the charanga format, it achieved
its greatest popularity through the conjuntos of Arsenio Rodriguez and, above all,
the Pérez Prado mambo with North American big band instrumentation (see Prado’s
“Mambo No. 5,” “Mambo No. 8,” etc.).

The Chachachá

The next innovation to come from the charanga format was the chachachá. Enrique
Jorrı́n had been a violinist with the Arcaño orchestra, and in 1951 he composed the
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example 3 Continued
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�rst chachachá, “La Engañadora.”19 The lyrics were sung in unison by two or three
vocalists. In addition, the chachachá featured simple, unison vocal refrains sung by the
instrumentalists. The chachachá often has a distinctive piano montuno (2- or 4-bar
syncopated ostinato) pattern, as shown in example 4.

The chachachá is decidedly light in character, performed at a medium tempo, in
mainly major keys. Its texts usually deal with lighthearted subject matter. The vocal
style of the chachachá is suave and controlled, in contrast to the more forceful son style.
The chachachá became an international phenomenon. Two groups that did much to
popularize it were La Orquesta Aragón and José Fajardo y sus Estrellas.20 The former

19The term chachachá is said to have been an onomatopoetic reference to the sound dancers’ feet
made while dancing the new steps (Borbolla 1980, 88).

20Santos 1982, 6.
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example 3 Continued
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example 4 Chachachá piano pattern
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group was founded in 1939 in Cienfuegos by Orestes Aragón, made its Havana debut
in 1955, and soon became the leading Cuban charanga.21 José Fajardo, one of the most

21Dı́az 1981, 223.
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example 5 Pachanga bass patterns
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successful and in�uential charanga �utists, still leads a band in New York.

The Pachanga

After the success of the chachachá, in 1959 Eduardo Davidson released “La Pachanga,”
for charanga instrumentation plus clarinet. It sounds like a faster, more percussive
chachachá. The bass tumbaos shown in example 5 occur frequently.

The pachanga, in retrospect, was a passing fad, little distinguished from the son
montuno.22

2.3 Part II: After the Revolution: Two Musical Worlds

After the Cuban Revolution in 1959, some musicians emigrated to the United States
and elsewhere. The political situation between Cuba and the United States caused a
split in the world of Cuban music. Exiles found it hard to keep up with developments
in Cuba, and Cuban authorities attempted to prevent works by exiles from being heard
there.

To accommodate this division in the present discussion of the charanga’s history
and musical style, I will �rst discuss the charanga in New York since the early 1960s,
and then describe developments in Cuba since the Revolution.

22According to percussionist Johnny Rodriguez, the rhythm in the song “La Pachanga” is called
merecumbe. The song was followed by a dance step which used a handkerchief, and subsequent
pachanga lyrics instructed dancers in the steps. There was also ambiguity at the time concerning the
terms charanga and pachanga. The charanga (a type of ensemble) could perform the pachanga (a type
of song), but at times the term “charanga” was applied to the music played by the group as well (inter-
view with J. Rodriguez and José Fajardo, 9/12/88).
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The Charanga in New York’s Latin Music Field

Charangas in New York have played largely the same repertoire of genres since the
1960s (see chapter 3 for de�nitions of genres). They constituted a new development in
the New York Latin scene in the early 60s, when they introduced the chachachá and
the pachanga. Charangas took part in new stylistic developments after the pachanga,
such as the bugalú, but these developments gained their greatest popularity in the
conjunto format.

Charangas have experienced two waves of popularity in New York. In the late
1950s and early 1960s, important charangas included Charlie Palmieri’s Charanga
Duboney, José Fajardo’s All Stars, Johnny Pacheco y su Charanga, Orquesta Broadway,
La Orquesta Tı́pica Novel, Mongo Santamaria’s Sabroso, and bands led by Ray Bar-
retto, Belisario López, Felix “Pupi” Legarretta, and Alberto Socarrás.23 Popular genres
in this period included the chachachá, the montuno, and the mambo.

Through the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, enthusiasm for the charanga sound
waned. The second wave of popularity occurred during the salsa boom of the late 1970s
and early 1980s. Popular groups included Orquesta Broadway, La Orquesta Tı́pica
Novel, Charanga América, La Ideal, José Fajardo, Charanga 76, Gonzalo Fernandez,
and Pupi Legarretta.24 During this period, there were between 25 and 30 Latin music
nightclubs in the city. Orquesta Broadway averaged 15 dances per week, and toured
throughout the U.S., South America, and Africa.

Rondón’s El Libro de la Salsa provides the most comprehensive account to date
of the salsa phenomenon of the 1970s.25 According to Rondón (and the members of
the group), Broadway was as much in demand as any conjunto during this period.
Rondon calls Broadway’s album, Pasaporte (1976) one of the most important albums
of the “boom”:

Starting out the year 1977, with an extraordinary production by Barry
Rogers, Orquesta Broadway o�ered an album which not only represented

23Roberts 1979, 161-64; interviews.
24Rondón 1980; interviews.
25Béhague 1985, 18.
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the style of the charanga salsosa [salsa-in�uenced charanga] in its prime,
but which also became an essential album in the whole development of
the boom: Pasaporte.26

Arrancando el año 1977, con una extraordinaria producción de Barry
Rogers, la Orquesta Broadway logra brindar un disco que no sólo rep-
resentarı́a a plenitud el estilo de la charanga salsosa, sino que también
pasarı́a a convertirse en un álbum capital en todo el desarrollo del boom:
Pasaporte.

While strained political relations have greatly reduced the amount of personal
contact possible between musicians residing in the U.S. and their Cuban counterparts,
there has been some continued Cuban in�uence on U.S. charangas. For example,
Orquesta Broadway and Son Primero have recorded several songs done by Cuba’s
Orquesta Aragón.27 In addition, recordings by Cuban charangas are available in New
York.

Developments in Cuba since the Revolution

After the 1959 revolution, the Cuban music scene underwent drastic changes. As stated
above, many musicians emigrated, and an economic and cultural blockade by the U.S.
prevented Cuban musical products from reaching its markets. Cuban government
policies controlled musical imports, and the music of emigres was banned from the
Cuban media. Finally, new economic policies transformed the workings of the music
market.

The situation may become clearer if the issues of distribution and creativity are
separated. Leonardo Acosta addressed the issue of a crisis in creativity in Cuban music
in his overview of musical developments in Cuba since the revolution.28 Following the

261980, 192.
27See Orquesta Broadway’s “Sin Clave y Bongó (No Hay Son)” (Without Clave and Bongo There

Is No Son) from Salvaje and “Preguntame Como Estoy” (Ask Me How I’m Doing) from Pasaporte;
and Son Primero’s “Pide Lo Que Toque” (Ask What’s Playing) from Tradición Cubana en Nueva York
(Cuban Tradition in New York).

281978.
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particularly vital period of the “fabulous �fties,”29 Cuban music in the 60s found the
international success of the chachachá impossible to match. Acosta cites di�culties in
both external and internal di�usion of musical products as reasons for this appearance
of decline or stagnation.30 One might expect di�culties with internal distribution to
exist, given the fact that a totally new system of distribution was being shaped. Manuel,
after citing a number of reasons given by Cubans for the allegedly stagnant state of
Cuban dance music, notes the following consensus:

Most commonly expressed, however, was the opinion that while Cuban
dance music remained more or less vital, its popularity was undermined by
poor media di�usion [. . . ], unfair media domination by Havana musicians
[. . . ] and bureaucratic obstacles to exposure and recognition [. . . ].31

There have been signi�cant musical developments in Cuba which show that the
charanga is still an important ensemble. One of the most-often cited examples of
continuing Cuban musical creativity is the group Los Van Van, led by Juan Formell.
This group, which was founded in 1969, began with a charanga format and made
the following changes: the use of electronic instruments, especially keyboards; new
orchestration techniques, especially in the strings; new rhythmic patterns, especially
Afro-Cuban ones, in the bass and percussion; the addition of trombones; and changes
in vocal styles. While son and songo genres dominate their repertoire, they also perform
the traditional danzón, and rhythms of congo, arara, abakua, and yoruba origin.32

Acosta links these innovations to the charanga as follows:

Meanwhile, the time-honored formats maintained themselves more or less
successfully: standouts among the “tı́pica” or “charanga” orchestras were
Jorrı́n, la Aragón, Ritmo Oriental, Estrellas Cubanas; [. . . ] Surprisingly—
as it usually happens—the �rst decidedly renewing impulse came from

29Dı́az 1981, 205.
301978, 53-54.
311987, 167.
32Acosta 1978, 56–7.
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where it was least expected: in the context of the traditional charanga
with violins, �ute, and percussion, a framework that appeared to have
exhausted its possibilities after the chachachá. Around 1968 it was La
Orquesta Revé, with its arranger, Juan Formell. Right at the beginning
of the following year, this same Formell, with his electric bass and his
arrangements, was leading his own band, Los Van Van, in revolutionizing
the musical world.33

Mientras tanto, se mantenı́an con mayor o menor éxito las modalidades ya
consagradas: entre las orquestas “tı́picas” o “charangas” sobresalı́an Jorrı́n,
la Aragón, Ritmo Oriental, Estrellas Cubanas; [. . . ] Sorprendentemente–
como suele suceder—el primer impulso decididamente renovador vino
entonces de donde menos se esperaba: en el contexto de la tradicional “cha-
ranga” a base de violines, �auta y percusión, marco que parecı́a haber ago-
tado sus posibilidades después del chachachá. Hacia 1968 fue la orquesta
Revé, con su arreglista Juan Formell. Ya a principios del siguiente año, este
mismo Formell, con su bajo eléctrico y sus arreglos, se situaba al frente de
su propia orquesta, los Van Van, para revolucionar el ambiente musical.

Many of Los Van Van’s songs use the songo rhythm, which has a stronger downbeat,
sometimes uses the drumset (particularly a constant sixteenth-note pattern on the high
hat cymbal), and uses either the syncopated 3-2 clave found also in rumba guaguancó
or (what seems to be) a new timeline:

A number of traditional charangas have been active in Cuba in recent years, as
Acosta mentions: La Orquesta Aragón, Las Maravillas de Florida, Orquesta Ritmo
Oriental, La Orquesta Revé, and the group led by �utist Richard Egües.

Several new genres appeared during this period, either as attempts to create com-
pletely new ones (the mozambique, the onda) or, more commonly (and in keeping with
a longstanding Cuban practice), as a combination of existing genres (bolero-mambo,

331978, 56.
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example 6 Claves (a) syncopated 3-2; (b) “songo”
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guajira-chá, etc.).34 None of these has been particularly signi�cant; the bulk of the
dance music repertoire still consists of son and songo.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has described the historical background of the charanga in terms of en-
semble type and genre. The contradanza, performed by orquestas tı́picas in a salon
setting, began as an almost wholly European-derived musical genre and gradually
absorbed Afro-Cuban in�uences in its instrumentation and musical style. These in�u-
ences resulted in the danzón, which was performed by charangas francesas and later by
charangas whose instrumentation resembles that of the present-day group. Through
the in�uence of the son, the form of the danzón was extended with a montuno section.
This section became even more percussive with the innovations of the Arcaño orchestra
in the 1940s. With Jorrı́n’s chachachá, vocals were added to the charanga ensemble,
and its popularity increased greatly.

While the mambo originated in the charanga format, this ensemble was surpassed
in popularity by the conjuntos of Arsenio Rodriguez and the big band mambo of
Pérez Prado. Since the 1940s, the charanga has constituted an alternative sound to that
of the conjunto, one which preserved its identity through its unique instrumentation
and its continued cultivation of the danzón and chachachá.

34León 1984, 312.
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Since the Cuban revolution, the charanga has followed two lines of development.
In New York, the course has been one of conservation of Cuban traditions in terms of
instrumentation and repertoire. In Cuba, new developments have used the charanga as
their starting point, and creative fusions of Cuban traditions with more African-derived
elements continue.



Three

The Musical Style of The Charanga

For the purposes of this study, musical style is de�ned as the set of choices made by
musicians which determines how the musical product will sound. The description of
the musical style of the charanga in this chapter is based on the analysis of performances
and recordings by Orquesta Broadway, La Orquesta Tı́pica Novel, and Charanga
América. Each domain of musical style can be shown to be related to the concept of
what is tı́pico for a charanga.

3.1 Instrumentation

The instruments of the charanga in New York are the �ute, two violins, cello (optional),
electric “baby” bass, electric piano, güiro, timbales with mounted cowbell (cencerro),
and single conga.

The �ute is the �ve-key, hardwood type. According to Eddy Zervigón of Orquesta
Broadway, the last such �utes were made over one hundred years ago in Paris. They
still can be purchased from secondhand shops and from individuals. Mr. Zervigón’s
�ute was made by the �rm Gouget in Paris circa 1850. It has six �nger holes, and �ve
keys which are operated by the thumb and fourth �nger of the left hand and the �rst,
third, and fourth �ngers of the right hand. Example 7 shows its range, along with that
of the modern C �ute for comparison. The extra perfect fourth at the top end of the
�ve-key �ute’s range is important, since many of its written and solo passages extend
beyond d4.

The �ve-key �ute requires a large volume of air at high pressure. Its aperture is

22
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example 7 Ranges (a) �ve-key �ute; (b) C �ute
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(a)

�
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larger than that of the modern C �ute, and players often enlarge the standard opening
for additional sound volume. The tone quality of the �ve-key �ute is dark and rich in
the low register and brilliant and piercing in the high register. Since the instrument
is made of hardwood, rather than metal, its tone overall is darker than that of the C
�ute. It is often played with wide, quick vibrato. The intonation of the �ve-key �ute is
less perfect than that of the C �ute. The �ngering chart for the �ve-key �ute shown in
example 8 was made by Eddy Zervigón in reference to his instrument.

The �ve-key �ute is regarded by many musicians and writers as a distinctive feature
of the charanga. Those groups which feature a modern C �ute are regarded by other
musicians as less authentic for this reason.

The violins used in charangas are either standard instruments equipped with con-
tact microphones, or those constructed as electri�ed instruments to begin with. Most
violinists use the former kind; Ricardo Whittington of Orquesta Broadway plays the
latter.

Due to �nancial constraints, all three of the charangas studied use only two string
players in nightclub performances.1 For large dances and other special occasions where
�nances (and musical arrangements) permit, one cello and three or four violins are
used. For recordings, additional players may be used, or the parts may be overdubbed

1Orquesta Broadway and Tı́pica Novel use two violinists; Charanga América uses one violinist
and one cellist. Willie Ellis, leader of Tı́pica Novel, considers the cello an essential element of the cha-
ranga sound which he regrets omitting from his group (for �nancial reasons) in live performances. On
Tı́pica Novel’s 1980 album Que Viva El Son Montuno (Long Live the Son Montuno), the string section
consists of four violins, viola, and cello. Son Primero uses two or more violinists and one cellist. One of
José Fajardo’s current violinists doubles on electric guitar.
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example 8 Five-key �ute �ngering chart; keys: 1 = rh4, 2 = rh3, 3 = rh1, 4 = lh4, 5 = lh
thumb; * = trill �ngering; † = 1/4 tone �at
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by a single player.
The electric bass preferred by both charangas and conjuntos in New York is the

“baby” bass, an electro-acoustic hybrid that became popular in the 1960s. Its �berglass
body is similar in shape and roughly 1/3 the size of the contrabass. Occasionally an
electric bass or full-size acoustic bass is used. The desired sound for bassists in conjuntos
and charangas is bass-heavy, and bassists generally play in the low and middle registers.

Electric pianos with a three- or four-octave range are the norm for conjuntos as
well as charangas. Acoustic pianos are used most often on recordings.

So far, with the exception of the �ute and strings, charanga instrumentation follows
that of the conjunto. With the percussion instruments, distinctions are made between
the two. In both groups, one vocalist usually plays the güiro. When the charanga
performs a merengue, a metal güira may be substituted. In the conjunto, vocalists may
play maracas and claves (either solid or hollow). In the charanga, one percussionist
plays a pair of timbales, tuned roughly a perfect fourth apart, and a cencerro mounted
on the timbales stand. In the conjunto, this percussionist would play bongos on the
song-form section of a song and switch to handheld cencerro for the montuno section.
The charanga’s conguero plays one conga; the conjunto’s usually plays two or even
three.2

Charangas have one lead vocalist and two supporting vocalists who make up the
chorus (coro). At times, there may be only one supporting vocalist, with the missing
part sung by an instrumentalist. On the verses, all of the vocalists sing in precise unison
or in two- or three-part harmony. In the montuno section, vocalists sing in call-and-
response format. The lead vocalist may improvise lines as in the Cuban son. The call
and response section may include other band members as members of the coro. The
�ute or violin may improvise between coro phrases, or join in the vocal coro responses.3

2In a Latin jazz group such as Irakere of Cuba or Batacumbele of Puerto Rico, additional percus-
sion instruments might be the batá drums, additional congas, chekeré (a large hollow gourd covered by
a beaded net), and African percussion instruments.

3According to Ronnie Baró of Orquesta Broadway, more vocal harmony is being introduced into
charanga arrangements. In addition, strong singing skills are necessary to be heard above the band. The
voices are ampli�ed—but so are the violins, �ute, bass, piano, and sometimes conga. This situation is
intensi�ed in the conjunto. One popular New York conjunto, Conjunto Clásico, features three trum-
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3.2 The Tı́pico Style

The concept of tı́pico playing is a fundamental musical concept for charangas. This
term, or its English translation as “typical” (though typical captures only a fraction
of the meaning), came up in virtually every discussion of charanga music I had with
musicians. Tı́pico can be de�ned as “traditional,” “old fashioned,” “Cuban [or Puerto
Rican] music before it was in�uenced by jazz,” “simple, harmonically, as opposed to
modern and complex,” “even note values as opposed to swing eighths from jazz,” or
simply “what our audience likes.”

Roberta Singer provides an excellent de�nition of the term which is worth quoting
here:

Tı́pico is perhaps the most semantically laden of all music-related con-
cepts and terms in use by contemporary Latin musicians. Most often
it refers to a range of Island-rooted styles of performance, each country
having its own tı́pico styles. The precise referent can only be known in
the context of conversation. Puerto Rican tı́pico can be the jı́baro [rural
peasant] cuarteto styles as well as the Afro-Puerto Rican styles either as
performed in traditional ways or in the more urban conjunto format.
Cuban tı́pico includes the later charanga groups and the son septeto
and sexteto styles. All tı́pico styles, on some more or less removed levels,
contributed to the development of contemporary salsa styles. Some con-
temporary performers in New York City de�ne tı́pico as “source” music:
the non-commercial styles from which contemporary commercial styles
are derived and reinterpreted. A performer in commercial Latin music
may be complimented by other performers if the latter feel he is a “real
tı́pico player.”4

For the purpose of this description of charanga playing styles, tı́pico can be demon-

pets who often play in the high register, and an ampli�ed tres, which makes for quite a loud ensemble
to sing over.

41982, 226.
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strated with solo styles on �ute and violin, piano montunos, bass lines, clave patterns,
and choice of repertoire. Its basic qualities throughout are relative simplicity and
adherence to traditional Cuban models.

3.3 Flute style

The tı́pico style on �ute begins with the use of the �ve-key �ute. When played into a
microphone, it penetrates the band’s ampli�ed sound easily, since most of its passages
are in the high register. The �ute’s intonation is imperfect. Some notes, especially f\4,
are almost unusable due to their deviation from standard pitch. They are used never-
theless, and the resultant out-of-tuneness, in the context of the strings’ and vocalists’
imperfect intonation, is not regarded by musicians as discordant or unpleasant.

Tı́pico �ute improvisations use a vocabulary of stock melodic phrases and rhythmic
motives. These are important methods of maintaining continuity with the charanga
tradition; two solos by Eddy Zervigón and José Fajardo, with stock phrases indicated in
the score, can be found in examples 9a and 9b. Most �ute passages are percussively artic-
ulated. Often their rhythmic interest surpasses the melodic, especially where repeated,
odd-numbered groups of eighth notes result in a pattern of accents that constantly
shifts with respect to the beat (see example 9a, mm. 14–18, 33-37; example 9b, mm.
41–42).

One learns tı́pico �ute by imitation of models. Karen Joseph, an American woman
who plays the modern C �ute with Charanga América, learned tı́pico playing by
transcribing solos by José Fajardo and �utist Gonzalo Fernandez and practicing them
until she understood the idiom.5

Tı́pico �ute can also be understood as the avoidance of certain elements, such as
jazz phrasing of eighth notes, fast runs, chromaticism, and rhythmic motives which
con�ict with the clave pattern.

5Personal communication.
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example 9a Eddy Zervigón, �ute, “Amor y Desengaño” (Orquesta Broadway 1987),
sounds 8va, * = stock phrase
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example 9a Continued
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example 9b José Fajardo, �ute, “Tamalitos de Olga” (Fajardo 1977), sounds 8va
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example 9b Continued
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3.4 Violin style

The sound ideal for violin is conditioned by the necessity to amplify the instrument.
Most often a microphone pickup is attached to the bridge and the signal fed to a small
ampli�er.

Violinists rely on several speci�c string techniques at di�erent points in the perfor-
mance of a song. On the instrumental introduction, the violins may have a melodic
line which they bring out as a section, with vibrato and coordinated bowing. As the
song moves into the vocal section, violins have short background �gures, often along
with the �ute, or in counterpoint with the �ute, depending on the arrangement.

Once the montuno section begins, the violins can play a guajeo, a repeated rhythmic
�gure, also called their tumbao (example 10 shows several examples). When the �ute is
improvising, they may start a tremolo which can last up to 16 bars, as the solo builds to
a climax. It is this type of passage that shows clearly the range of choices an arranger
has when writing for the charanga. It would be di�cult for horns to play a constant
background �gure like the violin guajeo without becoming obtrusive. Furthermore,
there is no brass counterpart to the extended string tremolo.

Improvisations by string players follow conventions similar to those described for
the �ute. Melodic motion is usually diatonic, with the exception of chromatic slides.
The violin uses grace notes and upward glides into a note, similar to those used by jazz
violinists. Rapid cross-string bowing and double stops (often combined with tremolo)
are used to enrich the harmonic aspect of a solo. Several exemplary violin solos, by
Rudy Zervigón, Ricardo Whittington, and Eddie Drennon, are shown in examples
lla-c.

3.5 Piano montunos

According to pianist Ruben Rivera, tı́pico montunos are harmonically unembellished
ones. For major chords, the 6th is the added tone; for dominant, the seventh; for minor,
the seventh. Harmonies are mostly diatonic, with occasional chromatic passing chords.
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example 10 Violin guajeos: (a) “¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh!” (b) “Isla del Encanto” (c)
“Barrio del Pilar”
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example 11a Rudy Zervigón, violin “Ha Llegado la Hora” (Orquesta Broadway 1987)
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example 11b Eddie Drennon, violin “Que Viva El Son Montuno” (Tı́pica Novel 1980);
* = short fall-o�; ** = short scoop
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example 11b Continued
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example 11c Ricardo Whittington, violin “Me Voy Pa’ Moron” (Fania All-Stars 1986);
* = short scoop; ** = short fall-o�
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example 12 Standard clave patterns: (a) 3-2; (b) 2-3
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He attributes the more harmonically adventurous montunos preferred in New York
salsa, and especially in Latin jazz, to the in�uence of New York jazz on Latin players.6

3.6 Bass lines

Tı́pico bass lines usually are con�ned to roots and �fths of chords and remain rhyth-
mically simple. They form the foundation for the upper parts, and are an especially
important focus for the dancers. Bass players are expected to provide not harmonic
sophistication but a consistent, rhythmically precise pattern which lends itself to clock-
like coordination with the conga and timbales players. See the bass lines in examples 5,
9a, 9b, 10, lla, llb, llc, 13, 14, 15, and 16.

3.7 Clave patterns

There are two forms of standard clave pattern, as shown in example 12.
These two forms are used by all of the New York conjuntos and charangas. The

use of the syncopated 3-2 clave shown in example 6 (a) is rare.
In Cuba, charangas and Afro-Cuban jazz groups alike (Los Van Van, Irakere, La

Orquesta Aragón, Orquesta Maravillas de Florida, for example) use the syncopated 3-2
clave in songs designated on record jackets as songo.

The New York musicians queried on this issue regarded the syncopated 3-2 clave as
a variant of the standard 3-2 pattern. The syncopated version is often heard in rumba

6Mr. Rivera was pianist with Tito Puente’s orchestra from 1975–1985.
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example 13 Son montuno piano pattern
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guaguancó. Several identi�ed it as one currently used in Cuban songo (and an option
for their ensemble), but considered it a “show” technique, more suitable for listening
than for dancing. Son Primero is the only New York charanga to use the syncopated
3-2 clave.

3.8 Genres

The genres comprising the charanga repertoire are distinct in their origins. Over the
years, however, in the context of conjunto or charanga dance music, their individual
qualities have become less evident. On the basis of the format of song form/montuno
section, most present-day genres could be classi�ed as son.

The musicians interviewed during the course of this study, however, distinguish
between genres on the basis of tempo and harmonic pattern. For this reason, I focused
on tempo and on the chord pattern as it is manifested in piano montunos and bass
lines. In all of the following genres (except for the bolero and merengue), the clave can
be either 2-3 or 3-2. In the following examples, the pianist would play the treble part in
the left hand and duplicate it two octaves above with the right hand; the bass would
play what is shown here in the bass part.

The son montuno occurs in both major and minor keys and is performed in a
moderate tempo. According to Eddy Zervigón and Ruben Rivera, it includes as a
distinctive feature the subdominant chord in its two-bar harmonic pattern (I-IV-V-IV)
(example 13).
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example 14 Guaracha piano pattern
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example 15 Guajira piano pattern
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While montuno does not traditionally denote a genre, charanga musicians use the
term to refer to a son montuno performed at a fast tempo, with the same harmonic
pattern given in the previous paragraph.

The guaracha is also fast, but includes in its harmonic pattern only I and V, in
major or minor mode (example 14). Originally, guaracha texts were bawdy, satirical, or
picaresque, and used the son vocal framework of canto/montuno.7

The guajira text portrays an idyllic urban vision of rural life, is sung in medium
tempo, and uses the canto/montuno format. It can appear in major or minor, with
the same harmonic pattern as the son montuno, but at a slower tempo and with the
chords arpeggiated in the piano (perhaps in imitation of the tres) (example 15).

According to my informants, the term mambo has di�erent meanings in Cuba
7The son/rumba vocal form of diana (introduction in free rhythm), canto (song form), and mon-

tuno (call-and-response section), the latter two parts of which form the basis for modern son and salsa
vocal arrangements, is discussed in Crook (1982).
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example 16 Mambo piano pattern
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and the U.S. In Cuba it refers to a Prado-style big band mambo, characterized by fast
tempos and overlapping patterns of ri�s between the horn sections. In the U.S., it refers
to a pattern which my informants designate as V-IV, with a dominant, non-resolving
function, as in example 16.8

Danzones are found in current charanga repertoires, in the danzón-mambo format
like those of Arcaño. Rumbas are occasionally heard from charangas, most often the
rumba guaguancó. A prominent example is the middle section of Orquesta Broadway’s
“Barrio del Pilar,” where street sounds accompany the rumba in the percussion section
(example 17).

Charangas also play boleros (slow ballads with the bass playing a half note followed
by two quarter notes), and the Dominican merengue.

3.9 Arrangements

Every piece performed by a charanga has an arrangement, and while an arrangement
eventually may be played by memory, the performance is based on a written arrange-
ment by a known arranger. Arrangers have a signi�cant role in determining the �nished
sound of a composition.9

8This can also be heard as chords built on the tonic and the lowered leading tone.
9According to Ruben Rivera, the arranger can be responsible for up to 95 percent of the �nished

piece.
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example 17 Rumba, ”Barrio del Pilar”
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The process which leads from the idea for a song to the �nished arrangement
takes many forms. Willie Ellis, leader and pianist of Tı́pica Novel, often writes lyrics,
melody, and arrangement himself. George Maysonet, conguero and leader of Cha-
ranga America, involves more people in the process. One common method is for a
composer to approach him with the melody and lyrics of a song. He may sing the
melody accompanied for Mr. Maysonet, or accompany himself with piano or guitar. If
the song is suitable, Mr. Maysonet contacts an arranger and they work out the details
of the arrangement. Often the arranger and Mr. Maysonet have a continuing working
relationship, or the arranger may be a member of the band, as were arrangers Roberto
Navarro and Eddie Drennon at one time.

Mr. Rivera of Orquesta Broadway arranges for a variety of groups, including his
own salsa band, the salsa bands of other musicians, and for charangas such as Orquesta
Broadway. He has known an arranger to be given a four measure melody and to be
expected to provide a complete arrangement. Most often, though, he works from a
tape of a performance of the song, and he is asked to create a new arrangement. He
is given stylistic guidelines, such as “tı́pico” or “modern” (i.e., with jazz-in�uenced
harmony). The arranger’s role may extend to adjusting the text phrases to �t with
the clave pattern, adding new coros for the montuno section, or even correcting the
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grammar in the text.
Arrangements have a standardized form within with variations are possible. There

is usually an instrumental introduction lasting eight or sixteen bars. Several verses
follow, with short instrumental interludes between. A �nal instrumental interlude
with a particularly de�nite rhythmic break leads to the montuno section. Here call
and response singing alternates with solos for �ute or piano, and less often for violin,
timbales, conga, or (rarely) bass. Often the song will end by repeating the instrumental
introduction, ending where the voice would have entered.

Within this basic structure, there are several areas for the composer or arranger to be
creative. If the genre has not been speci�ed by the composer, this is where the arranger
would begin. As indicated above, a genre designation includes the montuno pattern, the
tempo, percussion patterns, text structure, and perhaps mode. The arranger composes
the instrumental introduction, including its melody line, rhythm, supporting lines in
bass and piano, and percussion parts.

The arranger can compose the “breaks,” or rhythmically accented cadential patterns,
which punctuate the song form. Charangas have retained from the period of the
danzón’s popularity a penchant for frequent and often elaborate breaks (see example
18).

The arranger can provide the repeated string guajeos, which provide support for
solos or coros in the montuno section of a piece (see example 10). One of the most
common is the four-half note, “sol-la-do-si” pattern.

There are also patterns to be used during a �ute or violin solo, at the beginning
or in the middle, which summon the group’s attention and focus it on the soloist. A
common one for �ute solos is the bugle call-like pattern shown in example 19, which,
according to Eddy Zervigón, was often played by �utist Richard Egües in Orquesta
Aragón’s performances of “Tres Lindas Cubanas.”

The use of stock cadential patterns is widespread. The commonly-used pattern in
example 20 comes from Orquesta Aragón’s arrangement of “Pare Cochero.” Pianists
often end a solo by playing the montuno pattern.
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example 18 Rhythmic breaks: (a) “¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh!” (b) “Yo Bailo Con Ella”
(c) “Vicente” (all Orquesta Broadway) (d) “Tamalitos de Olga” (José Fajardo)
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example 19 Melodic �gure, “Tres Lindas Cubanas” (Orq. Aragón)
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example 20 Melodic pattern from “Pare Cochero”
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3.10 Choice of repertoire

The use of tı́pico in reference to repertoire was not explicitly articulated by my infor-
mants, but the choice of songs for a given club performance does relate to what can
be termed “the tı́pico aesthetic.” Songs composed in the 1920s, such as “Tres Lindas
Cubanas,” are still played and danced to. George Maysonet of Charanga América
chooses older songs for his older audiences at the Ipanema nightclub, including dan-
zones, which he would be unlikely to perform for an audience of young Colombians
at the El Abuelo nightclub.

There is clearly a preference among some musicians and audiences for old-fashioned
or traditional Cuban songs. New items in the charanga repertoire imitate these models—
to the frustration of younger charanga musicians. The desire to retain a dancing audi-
ence seems to counter any impulses to musical innovation in this area. Younger dancers
do like new styles, to be sure, but the recorded music played during the breaks along
with mainstream salsa, in the nightclubs I observed, is not songo but disco, funk, or
the so-called “Latin hip hop,” which uses a heavy beat on all four beats overlaid with a
veneer of Latin percussion.

Song selection is consciously geared toward preconceived ideas of audience taste.
Since these choices go along with the musical stylistic elements grouped above under
tı́pico, they also can be called tı́pico stylistic elements.
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3.11 Song Texts

The texts of songs performed by charangas concern topics such as romantic love, Cuba
and Puerto Rico in times past, and the act of playing and dancing to Cuban dance
music itself.10 While my �ndings con�rm that these are indeed popular topics, song
texts will occasionally deal with issues that are quite serious, such as life’s �niteness, or
the memory of a deceased former member of the group.

The purpose of this short discussion of song texts is to give examples of the cate-
gories of subject matter listed above. Complete texts for three of the songs below are
given in appendix A.

In the category of songs about relationships between the sexes, one could cite
the son montuno “Como Camina Maria” [The Way Maria Walks] from Orquesta
Broadway’s �rst album, Dengue. The narrator sings:

Maria siempre esta cantando
Maria siempre esta bailando
Pero lo que mas me gusta es. . .

Maria’s always singing
Maria’s always dancing
But what I like best is. . .

And the chorus answers:

Como camina Maria
Como camina Maria

The way Maria walks
The way Maria walks

Other songs about relationships include “Preguntame Como Estoy” [Ask me how
I’m doing] from Orquesta Broadway’s Pasaporte, where the narrator is doing well
“porque Manuela no me pelea” [Because Manuela isn’t arguing with me]; and “Amor y
Desengaño” [Love and Disillusionment] and “Angela Give Me Your Love” (sung in
English) from Orquesta Broadway’s latest album, ¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh! [Now’s the
Time]. “La Isla Encantada” [The Enchanted Island] is a pastoral declaration of love

10These categories of song texts come from my study of charanga recordings. The lighthearted
nature of salsa texts in general was con�rmed with an informant. Similar categories are also given in
Manuel (1987, 169) and Singer and Friedman (1977, 3). Obviously, the implications of the way in which
romantic love is described (usually from the male point of view) and pastoral images of Cuba and
Puerto Rico are invoked deserves more detailed study.
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for Puerto Rico (“Con su cielo azul y sus verdes campos” [with its blue sky and green
�elds]), from the Pasaporte album. From the same album, “Barrio del Pilar” [The
Barrio (neighborhood) of Pilar] describes lead singer Rafael “Felo” Barrio’s native
Cuban neighborhood. The text describes a streetcorner gathering of rumberos, and
the middle section blends street sounds with tı́pica rumba guaguancó.

Many songs refer to the act of playing or dancing to Cuban dance music. “Sin Clave
y Bongó No Hay Son” [Without Clave and Bongo There Is No Son] by Pedro Aranzola
of La Orquesta Aragón was recorded on Orquesta Broadway’s Salvaje [Savage] album
(1975). Tı́pica Novel’s “Que Viva El Son Montuno” [Long Live the Son Montuno]
expresses a similar sentiment.

Under “philosophical” texts might listed those which call attention to life’s �nite-
ness. Rondon provides the text of “Presentimiento” [Premonition] from Pasaporte
(1980:192-3).

The song begins:

Yo tengo un presentimiento
Es algo lo que yo siento
Que todo se acabará
Que todo se acabará
Que nada en la vida dura
Todo tiene su �nal

I have a premonition
It’s something that I feel
That everything’s going to end
That everything’s going to end
That nothing in life lasts
Everything has its end

The title song of Orquesta Broadway’s ¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh! has a similar theme:

Todo el mundo en esta vida
Tiene momento fatal

Everyone in this life
Has his fatal moment.

Finally, “Julio de Lima,” by conguero Danny Gonzalez, from the same album,
is devoted to the memory of Peruvian violinist Julio Ortiz, a member of Orquesta
Broadway who passed away in 1982. The �rst stanza reads:
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Dónde estará Don Julio
Quien fue un hermano nuestro
Y tocó hasta el momento
Que no pudo mas
Con su violı́n

Where will Don Julio be
Who was a brother of ours
And played until the moment
When he could no longer
With his violin

3.12 Summary

This chapter described the musical style of the charanga ensemble in order to show
how musicians’ choices are guided by the concept of what is tı́pico. The �ndings are
summarized in the following table:

stylistic category tı́pico characteristics

instrumentation �ve-key �ute; two strings (no brass)
playing technique diatonic solos, simple harmony; rhythmically orga-

nized by standard clave pattern
genres son montuno; guaracha; mambo; guajira; danzón;

chachachá; bolero
arrangements instrumental introduction/song form/montuno

section; frequent use of rhythmic breaks; simple
harmony

choice of repertoire inclusion of Cuban standards; danzón; chachachá
song texts common subjects: romantic love; songs about Cuba

and Puerto Rico; songs about Latin dance music

This enumeration of items that musicians describe as tı́pico does not in itself con-
stitute a de�nition of the concept, but several qualities emerge from the list which
will be con�rmed by the musicians’ comments: simplicity, consistency, and adherence
to Cuban models. There is also the sense that these are the musical stylistic qualities
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most suited to the charanga ensemble, a usage of tı́pico which comes close to its literal
meaning of “typical” or “characteristic.”



Four

The Social Context of Charanga

Performance

This chapter describes the context of charanga performance in terms of location,
audience composition, the market for charangas, and the urban setting. The data
presented here derive from my observations of performances by Orquesta Broadway
and the two secondary groups and on interviews with members of all three groups.

Nightclub performances are the most important type of performance for charangas.
They occur more frequently than the other types (concerts, weddings, and recording
sessions). The nightclubs described below were selected on the basis of musicians’
comments and a survey of nightclub performances advertised in the main Spanish-
language newspapers in New York, El Diario-La Prensa and Noticias del Mundo.

Part I of this chapter describes performance sites and audience composition. Part
II describes the market for charangas and characteristics of New York city which a�ect
charanga performance.

4.1 Part I: Performance Sites and Audience Composition

Performance sites

Ipanema is a nightclub located at 240 West 52nd Street between Broadway and Eighth
Avenue in midtown Manhattan, across the street from the Roseland Ballroom and one
block from the site of the old Palladium on 53rd Street.1 Next door is Victor’s Cuban

1By July 1988, Ipanema had changed owners and had become an uptown branch of the Lone Star
Cafe, featuring country and western music.

50
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Restaurant. From the street entrance, one enters into a low-ceilinged bar. Further on is
the dance �oor, surrounded by tables, and beyond it the stage. This area is open to the
ceiling of the second �oor. On the second level, there is a smaller dance �oor, bar, and
tables surrounding the opening to the dance �oor below.

The club is open for dancing to recorded music on Fridays. On Saturday nights
from 11 p.m. or midnight until4 or 5 a.m., both conjuntos and charangas perform.
On Sundays there is a matinee, with one band performing, usually a charanga. The
performance lasts from 7:30 to 11:30 or midnight. Admission on Saturdays and Sundays
is $10.00. There is a handbill available at the door which lists upcoming performers
and entitles the bearer to discounts on admission. The club is furnished with mirrors
on the walls, a few hanging ferns, and tables and chairs. It seats at most 200 people
on both levels combined. On a busy night many people are standing in the bar and
around the dance �oor.

Club Broadway, at 2551 Broadway at 96th Street on the Upper West Side of Man-
hattan, is the largest of the Latin music nightclubs. It features mainstream salsa, with
mostly conjuntos and a few charangas, on Friday and Saturday nights from 11:00 p.m.
to 4:00 or 5:00 a.m. Three and sometimes four bands are presented each weekend
night. The club is on the second �oor in a commercial building, and consists of a
large rectangular room containing a large dance �oor ringed with columns and a large,
elevated bandstand.

El Abuelo Pachanguero is a nightclub located at 41-12 Greenpoint Avenue in
Sunnyside, Queens, a mixed Hispanic/Asian/Irish neighborhood. It sits in a block
of stores on a busy street, surrounded by residential areas. Bands perform on Friday
nights. On Saturdays the club features recorded music. Usually one band performs
each Friday night, with two on special occasions. The music begins between midnight
and 1 a.m., and continues until 5 a.m. The one-story club is made up of a single large
rectangular room, with rooms o� to the side in the back. There is a rectangular bar
and a large dance �oor surrounded by tables. The club seats roughly 200 people. The
cover charge is $8. The stage is in the rear of the club, facing the dance �oor, and is
slightly raised. The club has mirrors on the wall, edged with �ashing lights.
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Club40, at 40-15 Queens Boulevard in Sunnyside, is a few blocks from El Abuelo.
The club is large and elegantly furnished, with comfortable couches and low tables.
It seats between 150 and 200 people. Club40 has live music on Fridays and Saturdays.
Admission is $10 on Fridays and $15 on Saturdays, for men. For women there are
reduced admission fees before 11:00 p.m. There are two bars, and the large low ceilinged
space is divided by walls and half walls. The stage is elevated before a small dance �oor.

Juan Pachanga is located at 29-14 Queens Plaza in Long Island City, close to the
Queensboro Bridge. The club occupies a former bank building. It is long and narrow,
with a bar and stage along the long sides. It seats perhaps 125 people. There is live
music Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. Juan Pachanga has the most varied enter-
tainment policy of the Latin music nightclubs. Salsa conjuntos, charangas, merengue
bands, cumbia bands, cabaret artists, even Elvis Presley imitators �nd their way to its
stage. There are frequent appearances by performers from Colombia and Puerto Rico.
Thursday and Saturday are the busy nights.

Club Tapestry is located at 1832 Westchester Avenue in the Parkchester section of
the Bronx. It is a spacious, high-ceilinged rectangular room, with seating for around
150 and standing room for 150 more. There is a bar along one side, with framed pictures
of Latin musicians on the wall behind it. The stage is against the opposite wall. To
the right of the stage, in a raised booth, Ernie Ensley, “the #1 Salsa Disk Jockey in the
World” (according to his business card), plays live salsa tapes (often ones of considerable
historical value, dating from the 1950s) between sets. The crowd is mostly Newyorican,
according to one of the owners, Tony Rodriguez, and varies in age from early twenties
to 60s. Club policy sets an age minimum of 23 for women and 25 for men. Tapestry’s
lineup of bands is similar to Ipanema’s: Orquesta Broadway, Tı́pica Novel, Charanga
América, Bobby Rodriguez y La Compañı́a, Charanga 76, and Ray de la Paz. There is
live music on Friday and Saturday nights.

Performance structure

A performance by Orquesta Broadway at Ipanema, like virtually all nightclub perfor-
mances of Latin popular music, is structured in sets lasting up to 40 or 50 minutes.
Four or �ve songs are played in a set. The only consistent feature of the order of songs
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according to genre is the beginning and ending of a set with an uptempo song, such
as a montuno or guaracha. A set does not necessarily include a medium tempo song
(such as a son montuno or guajira) or a slow tempo song (such as a bolero or danzón);
when these are included, it is in the middle of the set.

Between songs, Ronnie Baró, the lead vocalist, talks with the audience in both
English and Spanish (sometimes only in one or the other, less often the same thing in
both languages). His announcements identify the band and greet the audience, but
do not include song titles. Once the set is �nished the musicians take a break of equal
length. During this time, a disk jockey plays a variety of recorded music.

The outline below gives the following information for two performances by Orquesta
Broadway: song title, genre, tempo in quarter note beats per minute, length in minutes,
length in minutes of album version (if available), and announcements made from the
stage.

Performance structure outline

A. Set I, Ipanema, Sunday, January 30, 1988

1. “Goza La Vida” (guaracha mambo) m.m. = 196; length: 5:45 announcement:
“Thank you.”

2. “Happy Birthday,” dedication in Spanish, sung in English. Three choruses.

3. “Vicente” (guaracha) m.m. = 200; length: 6:00; album length: 5:17 announce-
ment: “Thank you.”

4. “Angela” (chachachá montuno) m.m. = 144; length: 7:42; album length: 4:04;
announcement: “Thank you. Muchas gracias.”

5. “Happy Birthday,” dedication in Spanish, sung in English. Three choruses

6. “Desenroscate” (montuno) m.m. = 192; length: 8:30. Final announcement:
“Thank you. Muchas gracias. Vamos a tomar un perı́odo de descanso. [We’re
going to take a break.] Con ustedes, Johnny Gonzalez, DJ. We’re gonna take a
break. We’ll be right back, so don’t go away.”
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Total set length: 43 minutes

B. Set II, Club40, Saturday, March 5, 1988

1. “Garavato” (montuno mambo) m.m. = 200; length: 7:45.

2. “Abrele Camino Al Son” (montuno mambo); m.m. = 208; length: 6:25; album
length: 4:08.

3. “Julio de Lima” (guaracha) m.m. = 200; length: 8:26; album length: 4:38.

4. “Chismoso” (montuno) m.m. = 192; length: 8:04.

Total set length: 52 minutes

The outline above is representative for sets by Orquesta Broadway and the other
two charangas studied. The set lasts from 40 to 50 minutes. Broadway performed four
songs in each set. At Ipanema, there were three uptempo songs, all close to m.m. =
200. “Angela” is a medium tempo song (m.m. = circa 150). A common danzón tempo
is m.m. = 120. It is not unusual for the group to dedicate a rendition of “Happy Birth-
day” to an audience member (though doing it twice in one set is rather uncommon).
Ronnie Baró’s �nal announcement is typical of the use of both Spanish and English
for announcements from the stage.

The Club40 set was made up of four uptempo songs (m.m. = circa. 200). Very
few announcements were made from the stage, except for the introduction of soloists,
a short “Thank you” after each song, and the introduction of the disc jockey. It is
common, as shown for both sets, for the live version of a song to exceed its recorded
length by as much as 100 percent.

Audiences

(1) Ipanema
The audience at Ipanema includes, in descending proportion, Puerto Ricans and

Cubans in their 40s, 50s, and 60s, Anglos of the same ages, and younger Latinos. Men
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outnumber women, but most of the regular attendees are couples. The club is run by
a Colombian, Ray Ramos. The audience dresses well, the women in dresses and the
men in coat or suit and tie. While the band plays, some people dance and other stand
or sit at tables and talk or listen to the band. As the evening progresses, the audience
gets larger.

Musicians alerted me to the disk jockey’s selections as a potential source of infor-
mation about the audience. Between sets, one can hear the latest salsa hit by Eddie
Santiago, “Lluvia;” “Caballo Viejo,” the old cumbia tune; “Mi Guajira con Tumbao”
from the Fania All Stars record Viva La Charanga; salsa versions of “Good Lovin”’
and Kenny Rogers’s “Lady” (in English); “Angela,” the English-language song from
Orquesta Broadway’s latest record, ¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh!; tangos; and merengues.
The stereo selections in other clubs are quite di�erent, as we will see below.

Orquesta Broadway’s performance at Ipanema follows the structure outlined above.
The arrangements are played the same way as they are on the record, if somewhat
less neatly. Solo sections are extended from the recorded length. Soloists are usually
announced by name at the beginning of the solo. This is not unknown on records, but
is usually not done on Orquesta Broadway’s.

I suspected at the outset of this project that the groups would alter their perfor-
mances from one site to another. I found that such adaptations were made in the
choice of songs, but not in the way they were played.

Mr. Zervigón stated that he approaches all performances in the same manner. That
is, he does not make adjustments for di�erent audiences. I observed a greater tendency
to play slower songs (boleros or danzones) at Ipanema, where the audience is older,
than at El Abuelo. At the latter site, the songs were mostly uptempo, with one or
two boleros during the entire evening. However, if a danzón were requested at El
Abuelo for some reason, the band would play it. Mr. Zervigón seems to work under the
assumption that audiences prefer faster tempos, which means more son, montunos,
mambos, and guarachas and fewer chachachás, son montunos, guaiiras, danzones, and
boleros. The breakdown according to tempo of the songs in the band’s current book
(the folder of written parts they bring to each performance) in chapter 5 supports this
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assertion.
Band members and leader alike say that the character of the performance depends

greatly on their mood. A special situation like a battle of the bands at the Sidestreet
club in the Bronx might put everyone in top form, according to one band member,
while Sunday nights at Ipanema tend to assume a routine nature. There is no simple
equation that predicts what mood will prevail at a given performance. The location
and the audience composition are signi�cant variables, but subjective judgments by
band members play an equal role.

(2) Club Broadway
The audiences at Club Broadway are mixed in age but in general tend to be younger

than those at Ipanema, and include, according to band members, mostly Puerto Ricans
and Dominicans. The club is a bastion of mainstream salsa. A group of �ve or six salsa
bands play regularly at Club Broadway. Merengue bands perform only occasionally,
and the stereo mix is mostly salsa, with some merengue and disco.

(3) El Abuelo Pachanguero2

The clientele at El Abuelo, according to several musicians, is overwhelmingly
Colombian. They are mostly young people, from their twenties to their forties. The
ratio of men to women is nearly equal. The fact that the stereo mix includes cumbia as
well as salsa and merengue lends support to the description of the clientele as Colom-
bian. The Hispanic population in Queens includes more people from Colombia,
Ecuador, Venezuela, and Peru than it does Puerto Ricans and Dominicans.

Orquesta Broadway structures its performance at El Abuelo in sets, just as it does
elsewhere. But their accommodation to the audience shows in the selection of mostly
uptempo songs: mambos, montunos, and guarachas, with an occasional bolero.

According to the musicians, there is a large salsa audience in South America. Colom-
bians, they say, are especially avid salsa fans. The dance �oor at El Abuelo is usually
occupied and often crowded during Orquesta Broadway’s performance.

(4) Club40
2This name has been translated by Enrique Fernandez of the Village Voice, I believe, as “The Boo-

gieing Grandfather.”
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The clientele at Club40 ranges in age from the early 20s (or somewhat younger
for women) to 40s and 50s. According to the musicians, the diverse audience includes
South Americans, as at El Abuelo, new immigrants from Central America, and non-
Hispanics. The stereo mix is varied, including disco tunes, salsa, and merengue. The
live music policy favors salsa, both conjuntos and charangas equally.

4.2 Musicians’ Views

Charanga musicians have di�ering views of composition of their audiences at vari-
ous performing sites. According to Eddy Zervigón, Broadway’s audience is made up
mostly of Puerto Ricans and Cubans. Other Broadway members deemphasize the
Cuban portion of the audience and point out the large South American group of
charanga devotees, especially in Queens. Most agreed that the audience for charanga
performances consists of people over age 30.

According to one member of Orquesta Broadway, the younger generation of Nuy-
oricans prefers quiet bars with small combos, not dance halls. “They want to be more
sophisticated,” he says. At El Abuelo, he stresses, the crowd is heavily Colombian.
“When we play there, it’s only Colombians. No Puerto Ricans, no Cubans. Colom-
bians.”

Willie Ellis of Tı́pica Novel does not see a distinct di�erence in audience among
the various clubs. Charangas, like salsa groups in general, are popular throughout
Latin America. Although some clubs are more elegant than others, Ellis sees the band’s
followers at several di�erent performance sites.

George Maysonet of Charanga América made detailed comments about the audi-
ences for charangas in the New York area. The way in which he selects songs for each
set is determined by his perception of the audience. The ethnic makeup of the audience
is an important factor which changes from one site to another. “Anytime you go into
one of the Queens clubs, you’re mostly dealing with Colombians, or maybe a mix
of South Americans,” says Mr. Maysonet.3 For this audience, he would choose songs
which had received airplay in Colombia, with which his audience might be familiar.

3Interview, 5 Feb. 1988; the comments below come from this interview as well.
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They will not respond to unfamiliar material, he says. Once they are “up and dancing,”
though, he can include less familiar songs.

In Manhattan, however, things are di�erent.

Now, if I go to Ipanema, now I’m dealing with older Puerto Ricans and
older Cubans. So then over there I’ll have to go more into the Aragón
type of thing, chachas, “Calletana” [a Cuban son montuno], the more
typical, older type of thing. I go to Broadway and 96th [Club Broadway],
now it’s a mix of Puerto Ricans and Dominicans. Now, I go there and
then I play “San Antonio,” I play the faster type of music, and I mix it in
with merengues and boleros.

The Club Broadway audience is younger, and moves at more of a “hyper” New
York City pace.

Mr. Maysonet described the audiences in the Bronx and New Jersey as follows:

I come up here to the Bronx, Sidestreet, Mon Ami, any of the clubs in
the Bronx, and this is a New York-Rican crowd. We don’t have too much
of a mix up here. But they were the older crowd, also. They have been
here the years when the Cubans were very heavy in New York. So I could
mix the bag. I could play the merengue, I could play the danzón, I could
play the chacha, I could play the mambo, you know. So it all depends on
where I’m playing.

I play alot of the Jersey gigs. Associations . . . like the Gents of Colum-
bus [the Knights of Columbus]. Di�erent type of dances for the white
Cubans. You gotta try and get into the real Cuban, typical type of thing.
And when I go there I play numbers like “Matanzas,” “Calletana,” alot
of numbers by Aragón.

There’s another club which is mostly black people, Club Amistad. It’s
another association of Cubans. But they’re more into the son montuno.
They like guajiras also. It’s a mixed bag, but it’s . . .you gotta get a little
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bit deeper because their understanding of that same music is a little more
black. The rhythm is deeper. You have to be more de�nite about what
you’re doing. You gotta play very de�nite because this is a black [club]
and this comes from them. See these rhythms come from them, and they
dance this the correct way. The white Cubans, they’ve been through it
but it’s not their music. They’re dancing it, they know all about it, they
grew up with it and everything, but when you play for these old Cubans
you’ve got to play, you’ve got to play it.

4.3 Summary

Charanga performances take place at a number of sites in the New York area. The
performance structure is the same at each: a 40 to 50 minute set, made up of 4 or 5 songs,
followed by a 30 to 45 minute break; the set-break sequence is repeated three times.
The nightclubs di�er according to location and decor, but most importantly according
to audience composition. In Manhattan, the audience includes mainly Puerto Ricans
and Cubans aged 30 and above, with younger and Dominican segments added at Club
Broadway. In Queens, South Americans, especially Colombians, constitute a large part
of the charanga audience. In the Bronx, according to George Maysonet, the audience is
more uniformly Puerto Rican and Nuyorican. The charanga audience, then, appears
to be pan-Latino, with the notable exception of the Dominicans, who patronize a
separate circuit of merengue clubs.

Audience composition appears to a�ect the performance mainly with respect to
song selection. An older, Puerto Rican and Cuban audience might hear danzones,
chachachás, and boleros more often than a young Colombian audience. Subjective
factors, such as the mood of the performers, appear to play just as large a role as audience
composition does in shaping the performance.
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4.4 Part II: The Market and The City

Urban areas are distinguished above all by heterogeneity and complexity.4 New York
obviously is no exception. The New York Latin music scene can be seen as part of
several networks: social, economic, cultural, political, and geographical. To describe
the current state of a�airs with respect to the demand for charangas as the result of
a single set of factors would clearly be wrong. Such a mechanistic approach cannot
cope with the complexity of urban areas. This research project, however, lacks the
scope su�cient for a systemic examination of the Latin music market in the context
of the city as a whole. What did emerge from many conversations with musicians on
this topic was a set of factors which they see as signi�cant and explanatory to some
degree of the current state of their industry. It is these views which this section aims to
communicate.

Virtually all of the musicians I spoke with for this project agreed that the market
for charangas, and for salsa in general, is worse now than ever before. This holds
for bandleaders, regular musicians, club managers, and record store managers. The
most recent vogue for charangas in New York was between 1974 and 1984. There
were between 25 and 30 salsa nightclubs in the city, and in a routine week Orquesta
Broadway would play �fteen dances. On a good Saturday they would play �ve, each
lasting around two hours. Now, Orquesta Broadway averages between �ve and ten
jobs per month.

In the words of one bandleader, “In the last two years or so, forget it. Our business
has gone down the drain. It’s almost dead.” Many people would extend the slow period
back to the early 1980s, when the salsa “boom” ended.

One might approach the issue of the charanga market by means of factors intrinsic
to the present charanga audience, such as natural attrition through death, poor health,
or a move to another city, coupled with a lack of replenishment by young audience
members; or attrition through similar means among the musicians themselves. Alter-
natively, extrinsic factors might be considered, such as rising rent prices for nightclubs,

4Reyes Schramm (1979, 1982) discusses the implications of this complexity for urban ethnomusi-
cology.
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rising costs of living for both musicians and audience in New York City, the interest of
the younger generation of Latinos in styles other than salsa, rising crime rates in New
York making late-night club attendance unwise, or such a factor as drug abuse altering
the character of the nightclub environment as a whole.

My approach to this question has been both to communicate the musicians’ points
of view, which include both intrinsic and extrinsic factors, and to outline factors of a
systemic nature which may also help explain the decline of the charanga market.

Number of clubs

Nearly all of the musicians with whom I spoke considered the relative lack of perfor-
mance sites a serious problem. Touring opportunities and special concerts still exist,
but the nightclubs are the main source of regular employment for musicians who
reside in the New York area. Everyone realized that nightclub rents have risen sharply,
along with insurance and salaries. The fact that Latin dance music audiences in general
go out only on the weekends reduces their potential business even further.

Short of closing, nightclubs cope with increased costs by employing fewer bands
and using recorded music. Continuous music is still preferred, but in the past, this
was supplied with two or three alternating bands. Some nightclubs, such as Ipanema,
Juan Pachanga, and El Abuelo, have eliminated live music from one weekend night
altogether. Club Broadway is the only night club to regularly feature more than two
bands.

Management issues

According to many charanga musicians, booking agents in the Latin music scene are
quite powerful. Apparently they have considerable control over which groups perform
in each nightclub, either through owning a controlling interest in the clubs or through
the fact that they represent a large proportion of the artists for whom there is a demand.

The two main managers in salsa are Ralph Mercado and Landy Soba. I spoke with
Mr. Soba, who seemed convinced that charangas were passé, appropriate for their
limited audience at a limited number of “charanga rooms,” but no longer of interest
to the larger audience for Latin dance music.
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I was given the impression that the established agents are not interested in aggres-
sively pursuing new opportunities for charanga bands, but rather operate under the
assumption that charangas were no longer popular and had little chance of becoming
so in the future. A charanga might seek independent management, but the control of
the nightclub circuit by the established agents seems quite strong.

An additional factor a�ecting management options is the value of currency in
the Latin American countries to which charangas often tour. An Orquesta Broadway
performance in Venezuela which cost $10,000 in the early 1980s, for example, might
cost �ve times that today.

Merengue

The “war” between salseros and merengueros may be old news, but the large in�ux
of Dominicans to New York and their subsequent takeover of formerly Puerto Rican
nightclubs was often described by charanga musicians as a struggle over territory.
One called it “The Invasion of Santo Domingo—the Dominicans have destroyed our
business.” According to this musician, many of the Upper Manhattan merengue clubs
were formerly Puerto Rican clubs featuring salsa. With the Dominican Republic’s
depressed economy, promoters can bring in merengue bands to undercut New York-
based bands (both merengue and salsa) by working for less pay. In addition, there is a
large, young Dominican audience.5

Demographic changes

The so-called “third generation” of young Latinos, the 18- to 25-year olds, are more
interested in disco, rock, the new salsa coming from Puerto Rico, or the so-called
“Latin hip hop,” musicians say, than in mainstream salsa. Some, they say, are no longer
competent in Spanish, or would rather listen to songs in English.

Landy Soba manages Orquesta Broadway, Tı́pica Novel, Charanga 76, and 31
other artists, including Hector La Voe, Ray Barretto, and Eddie Santiago. The third

5Freedman (1987) quotes Elizabeth Bogen, director of immigrant a�airs for the New York City
Department of City Planning, as follows: “Dominicans are far and away the largest group by nation-
ality.” Statistics quoted in the same article show Dominicans as 18.1% of all immigrants to the city for
1986, followed by Jamaicans at 9.8%.
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generation of young Latinos is the heart of Mr. Soba’s market. Eddie Santiago, his
top artist at the moment, is very popular with them. Charangas, to them, are not
interesting.

. . . the third generation of the industry do not know Aragón. Are not even
interested in Aragón. Or what happened, for example, four, �ve years ago.
They don’t know Aragón from beans.6

He still books charangas, though, in clubs that cater to the charanga audience,
which is made up for the most part of New Yorkers of Puerto Rican heritage. The
Cuban segment of the audience is small.

Cost of living

Increasing rents a�ect musicians and patrons as well as clubowners, especially those
not under the protection of New York’s rent control laws. Price increases for food,
transportation, and health care undoubtedly cut down on the disposable income avail-
able for nightclub attendance and record purchases. Development and condominium
conversion are a�ecting Puerto Rican neighborhoods on the West Side of Manhattan as
well as Spanish Harlem itself, on the East Side. As residents of these areas are forced out
or bought out by developers, the potential audience for Latin dance music is reduced
accordingly.

Drugs

Actual drug use was not evident in the clubs I visited, but the e�ects of drug tra�c were.
If the body searches and airport-style metal detectors at the entrances to some of the
Queens clubs (and most of the Upper Manhattan merengue clubs) are unpleasant, the
reason for their existence is even more so. Drugs and drug gang violence are widespread,
especially in Queens and Upper Manhattan. According to the musicians, drug use
has had a noticeable e�ect on their ranks. One can assume that the audience, perhaps
especially the younger segment, has been similarly a�ected.

6Interview, 1 Mar. 1988.
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4.5 Summary

This chapter has described the social context of charanga performance in terms of
performance sites, audience composition, the market, and the urban environment.
Charanga performances in the nightclub context were described in detail. Owing in
part to its location, each site has a di�erent audience with di�erent musical preferences.
Charangas adapt to di�erences between audiences in terms of age and ethnic heritage
by varying song selection. They o�er danzones and medium tempo son montunos for
the older crowds, and mostly fast montunos, mambos, and guarachas for the younger
ones. The stereo mix at each site is also used to accomodate the audience’s musical
preferences.

Part II describes the currently dismal state of the market for charangas in New
York. The complex systemic nature of such a problem was recognized, and a number
of possible explanations arising from musicians’ comments were o�ered. Among the
most signi�cant are the lack of performance venues due to high rents, management’s
favoring of the newest artists on the basis of album sales, the popularity of merengue,
demographic pressures on audiences, and those factors which a�ect all New Yorkers:
crime and drugs.



Five

The Charanga Tradition

In the Introduction, “tradition” was de�ned as the active maintenance of continuity
with musical practices of the past. Now that chapter 2 has described the charanga’s
historical background, and Chapters 3 and 4 have described the musical style and the
performance context of the charanga in present-day New York, the reader will have
a clearer idea of the nature and historical antecedents of the practices that are being
maintained.

This chapter will describe the direct personal links with previous generations of
musicians held by members of the three groups under study. Their comments make
it clear that they are actively maintaining continuity with the charanga’s historical
antecedents. A factor of paramount importance in this continuity is the set of musical
attributes described as tı́pico.

5.1 Orquesta Broadway

Orquesta Broadway was founded in New York in 1962 by the Zervigón brothers (Eddy,
Rudy, and Kelvin), from Güines, Cuba, and singer Roberto Torres. At present the
band includes: Eddy Zervigón, �ute and musical director; Rudy Zervigón and Ricardo
Whittington, violins; Mike Amitin, bass; Danny Gonzalez, conga; Mike Collazo, tim-
bales; Ronnie Baró, lead vocal; Vicente Consuegra, coro; and Ruben Rivera, piano.
All of the band members have had extensive careers in the Latin music �eld in New
York, and have toured throughout the U.S., the Caribbean, South America, Europe
and Africa.

65
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Orquesta Broadway has an excellent reputation. Rondón, to my knowledge the
only author to have written at length about Broadway, in talking about the salsa boom
of the 1970s, describes the group as follows:

[. . . ] the real protagonist of this new takeo� can be no other than Orquesta
Broadway, considered with complete accuracy the dean of the charangas,
as far as salsa is concerned. Broadway, formed from the nucleus of the
three Zervigón brothers, is the only charanga capable of maintaining any
continuity between the initial euphoria of the 60s and the outpouring of
the 70s.1

[. . . ] el protagonista real en este nuevo despegue no puede ser otro que la
Orquesta Broadway, con toda la propiedad del caso considerada la decana
de las charangas, en lo que a la salsa respecta. La Broadway, formada a
partir del núcleo de los tres hermanos Zervigón, es la única charanga capaz
de mantener algún puente entre la primera euforia de los 60 y el desborde
posterior de los 70 [emphasis in original].

I discussed Rondón’s charanga chapter, which deals with many of the charangas
of the boom period, with Mr. Zervigón, who said that the author knew what he was
talking about. Rondon calls Broadway’s Pasaporte “an essential album in the entire
development of the boom” [un álbum capital en todo el desarrollo del boom],2 which
o�ered a “global vision” of Latin life in New York. It includes two songs discussed
chapter 3, “Isla del Encanto,” about nostalgia for Puerto Rico, and “Barrio del Pilar,”
which describes life in Pilar, composer Rafael “Felo” Barrio’s native Cuban neighbor-
hood. A third song, “El Material,” describes the drug scene: “Si legalizan el material/El
mundo va acabar pa’ mi” [If drugs are legalized/The world will end for me].

Orquesta Broadway, according to its leader, plays Cuban dance music. Its reper-
toire includes all of the genres associated with the charanga: danzón, chachachá, son
montuno, guaracha, mambo, bolero, guajira, rumba, and merengue. Some of the songs

11980, 191.
21980, 192.
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are Cuban classics: “Pare Cochero,” “Tres Lindas Cubanas,” and “Fe�ta.” Some were
hits for Orquesta Broadway in the past: “Como Camina Maria,” “Isla del Encanto,”
“Yo Bailo Con Ella,” and “Mi Sosio.” They are composed by band members or outside
composers, and arranged by band members (including Ruben Rivera, Ronnie Baró,
and Eddy Zervigón) or by outside arrangers.

Over the years, however, the genres have become more similar as the public’s taste
has moved toward faster songs. Mr. Zervigón noted this preference:

JM: [I ask about the song “Sin Clave Y Bongó (No Hay Son)” Without
Clave and Bongo (There is no Son), from the Salvaje album.]

EZ: I don’t play it because the people here, they like to dance very fast.
And “Sin Clave y Bongo” is a beautiful song, I love to play it, but the
people didn’t dance to it. That’s why I had to take that song out of the
book.3

The decreasing distinction between genres as a result of a uniform fast tempo was
highlighted when I asked Mr. Zervigón to supply a genre designation for each tune
in the band’s current repertoire. “Let me tell you something,” he said. “All of them
are the same.” He was, however, able to put a genre label on each tune without much
hesitation. The genres are still distinguishable, it seems, but the distinctions are less
important to audiences now than they were in the past.4

It was common practice in the U.S. until recently, and still is in Cuba, to list the
genres of Cuban dance music on an album’s cover. With today’s lack of distinction,
this has become a frustrating process.

EZ: I hate when they ask me, you know when I’m recording a thing,
“What is it?” “You name it,” [he replies], “put whatever you want.”

JM: You mean on the record, when they put “mambo” or “guaracha”?
3Interview, 8 Mar. 1988.
4This point is supported by Johnny Rodriguez and José Fajardo. Young musicians, they say, un-

exposed to the complete range of Cuban-derived genres, are learning a bland, all-purpose salsa style
(interview with J.R. and J.F., 12 Sep. 1988).
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EZ: I hate it, man. You know why? Because [it’s] almost the same thing.
Because now you are recording everything fast. Everything is a mambo,
everything is a guaracha. It’s not like before: “Now, this is a danzón, this
is a merengue, and this is a bolero, and this is a guajira.” You know, you
have di�erent things to do. But now, everything’s the same.

JM: Because it’s fast?

EZ: Yeah!

JM: And before they were more separate?

EZ: That’s right.5

An examination of the songs in Orquesta Broadway’s current repertoire according
to genres bears out this assertion. Where two terms are given, it can mean two things:
(a) the �rst term refers to the song form, the second to the montuno section; or (b) the
entire song is given a hybrid designation for partially subjective reasons.

5Interview, 8 Mar. 1988.
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Uptempo (m.m. = ca. 200):

• guaracha: Vicente, Presentimiento, Ya Llegó La Hora, Vamos Para Oriente, Las
Musiqueras, Yo No Queria, Julio de Lima

• guaracha mambo: Goza La Vida

• mambo guaracha: Pare Cochero, Arrepientete

• montuno: Ojo de Gato, La Mora/Noche Buena, Isla del Encanto, Yo Bailo con
Ella, Desenroscate, ¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh!, Guaripumpe, 4 Pesos Suelta El Gallo,
Quiquiriquı́, Baiları́n, Chismoso

• montuno mambo: Ritmo Changüi, La Fulo, Garavato, Abrele Camino Al Son

• montuno guaracha: Amor y Desengaño

• mambo: José

• mambo montuno: Ay Esperanza

• rumba salsa or rumba montuno: Suena Tambo’

Medium tempo (m.m. = ca. 150):

• guajira: Sitiera

• chachachá montuno: Angela

• chachachá: Muanga

Slow tempo (m.m. = ca. 120):

• bolero: Si Te Contará, Inolvidable

• danzón: Antorcha de Artemisa, La Flauta Mágica, Fe�ta
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The categorization according to tempo is derived from analysis of live performances.
As the sample sets given under “Performance structure” in chapter 4 show, the tempos
are fairly consistent. Out of 37 songs, 29 are uptempo, 5 are slow, and 3 are medium
tempo. The tunes currently included in the working repertoire are only a selection of
the band’s total repertoire. The only album that is fully represented is the most recent
one, ¡Ahora es Cuando Eh!.

Stylistically, Orquesta Broadway is a tı́pico ensemble. All of the points made under
this topic in chapter 3 apply: instrumentation that includes the �ve-key �ute and strings,
simple piano montunos and bass tumbaos, and tı́pico style solos.

According to an arranger who has submitted arrangements to Orquesta Broadway
which were in modern style (with jazz harmony and changes of montuno pattern and
key), the band would not play the arrangements. The band believes it has to stay with
the tı́pico sound out of adherence to the charanga tradition, and out of a belief that
this is what audiences prefer.

The connections with the Cuban charanga tradition are direct. After beginning
musical studies on trumpet and piccolo, Zervigón was enouraged by Richard Egües,
�utist with Orquesta Aragón, to change to the �ve-key �ute. Zervigón was inspired by
Egües’s style and also by that of José Fajardo. Band members say the band is patterned
after Aragón. Several motifs from Aragón’s arrangements show up those of Broadway,
as indicated below in Exs. 19 and 20. Broadway has recorded several Aragón songs, such
as “Preguntame Como Estoy” and “Sin Clave y Bongó.”

The band members born in New York also feel a strong sense of tradition. Ronnie
Baró (lead vocal) comes from a musical family. His father is a bassist and his mother
recorded as a vocalist with Arsenio Rodriguez. Mr. Baró sang at the Palladium opposite
Tito Rodriguez’s band at age 12, and has sung with many well-known salsa groups,
both conjuntos and charangas. Mike Amitin (bass) grew up in Lincoln Square, the
neighborhood on Manhattan’s West Side where Lincoln Center stands today. He
learned bass at the urging of his musical peer group, who needed a bass player, and
studied with the Cuban musician Oscar Bou�artique. He too has played with many
well-known groups, including the charanga La Ideal.
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Ruben Rivera (piano) was born in Puerto Rico. His father, Juan Rivera, led a
family band, the Conjunto Estrella, of which Ruben and his brothers were members.
By age 17, Mr. Rivera was arranging and playing for well-known Latin bandleaders in
New York, and he has continued to be active in all facets of Latin popular music.

The musicians in Orquesta Broadway are well aware of the long history of charangas
in Cuban music. They are proud of the distinctiveness of the �ute and violin sound,
and assert its equality with that of the conjunto. In a musical environment known
for dance fads and short-lived trends, the fact that Broadway has been cultivating the
tı́pico charanga style for the past 25 years is no small achievement. Their popularity,
it must be granted, has varied along with charangas as a type of ensemble, and with
Latin dance music in general. Broadway has responded to changing demand, however,
not by changing its style, but by perservering.

In virtually all of our conversations, the musicians de�ned their style in terms of
the tı́pico concept. Broadway has tı́pico instrumentation, a repertoire of tı́pico genres,
tı́pico playing styles, distinguishes itself from other ensembles and its music from other
musics by referring to the others as not tı́pico, and, not least important, directs itself
toward an audience to whom the tı́pico style is meaningful.

This discussion of Orquesta Broadway has shown that some of its members, par-
ticularly the leader, Mr. Zervigón, have direct personal ties to the Cuban tradition
through Orquesta Aragón and through being exposed to the music while growing
up in Cuba and New York. Orquesta Broadway still performs the traditional Cuban
genres, but its perception of audience preferences has led it to perform most songs in a
uniform fast tempo, making the distinctions between them less clear. What remains
true is the group’s adherence to the tı́pico aesthetic.

The following two sections deal the perceptions of the charanga tradition of the
leaders of the two secondary research groups, Tı́pica Novel and Charanga América.
The two main themes of this section will again be stressed: personal links to the Cuban
tradition and the tı́pico aesthetic.
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5.2 La Orquesta Tı́pica Novel

Tı́pica Novel was formed in 1965 and has been performing in New York since then. The
original leader of the band was Hector Zeno. When he moved to Hollywood, Florida,
Cuban pianist Willie Ellis took over, and has been leading the band ever since. He has
been with the band for 15 or 16 years, and is the only original member. The average
tenure for musicians is 5 to 10 years, and there are some members who have been with
the band for 10 or 12 years. The average age of band members is 35.

Tı́pica Novel is known for its attractive stage presentation.6 Their red sweatshirts
emblazoned with a white Tı́pica Novel logo contrast sharply with the dark suits and
ties worn by Broadway and America. At climactic points in montuno sections, the
vocalists and violinists coordinate dance steps, to stirring e�ect.

A large part of my interview with Mr. Ellis was devoted to explication of the tı́pico
concept. A discussion of the terminological confusion between pachanga and charanga
led us to the sense of tı́pico as the style of music suited to a particular type of ensemble.
People often confused the fact that the pachanga was a type of dance music performed
by the charanga ensemble, by taking charanga for the dance and pachanga for the
ensemble.

Conjuntos and charangas have overlapping repertoires, especially in the son/rumba
genres, but certain genres are associated with each one. A conjunto could play genres
associated with the charanga, Mr. Ellis said,

but it cannot produce the same sound because you’re using brass, instead
of �ute and violin. So the sound, although the beat is there, the sound
is a little bit di�erent. . .. you could play charanga sound, or try to, but
unless you have the instruments, you’re not going to get the true, typical
sound of the group.7

Mr. Ellis explains the musical roots of the charanga ensemble as follows:
6Rondon 1980, 197.
7Interview, 19 Feb. 1988.
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At the time we had the type of sound we call habaneras, and then it
came out into danzonetes, which was always song, no montuno. Moved
straight into dancing at the end. Then, back in 1947 or 48 was when
Mr. Arcaño, in Cuba, started coming out with his “Super Tı́pica” band.
They used to call it “Philharmonic.” It started changing, and the biggest
in�uence in that was Cachao [López, the bassist]. He really turned this
type of charanga group into really a saloon group, playing regularly now
in dances.... Because with a di�erent part in the introduction, at the time
... he made the charanga sound very rich and very danceable. Up to now,
that’s what really is happening.

Then later on in the 50s came in the chacha, which is a beat that was very
popular here in the United States, created by [Enrique] Jorrı́n, who died
recently. Then alot of new bands popped out: Aragón, and Fajardo, they
were very strong in those days, and Ideal and Melodias del Quarenta in
Cuba.

But that’s when everything changed, when the chacha came in. Prior
to that, we were doing tı́pica danzón, and the brass groups were doing
most of the faster numbers. The charangas were always playing mellow
numbers, very soft. But today, because of the demand, a charanga group
has to play everything: son, merengues. . .. the composition of the band is
not really for that, some of the music that we are playing right now. It’s
like taking a jazz group and have them playing Latin to perfection. It just
... doesn’t make it.

Mr. Ellis, like Eddy Zervigón, absorbed the charanga sound in Cuba as a young
man. He played in a jazz band in Cuba, and heard charangas there. He joined the
charanga led by violinist and �utist Felix “Pupi” Legarretta in New York in the early
60s. From there Mr. Ellis joined Tı́pica Novel, where he has remained since as the
leader.

Mr. Ellis acquired his knowledge of the charanga directly.
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I didn’t really have to go school to study what charanga sound was, because
I lived through it all my life. I didn’t have to study a charanga sound, I
know what it was . . .because this is where I live, this is where I came up
from.

Mr. Ellis composes and arranges for his group, including song lyrics, but its reper-
toire includes songs by other composers, and arrangements by Eddie Drennon, Gonzalo
Fernandez, and Mike Garcia.

I asked Mr. Ellis to describe how his group performs in tı́pico style, in reference to
a statement George Maysonet (leader of Charanga América, and a former member of
Tı́pica Novel) had made about keeping bass lines simple.

WE: Well, it’s a matter of feeling, you know. I get a little bit carried away
myself [on adventurous piano solos], but the sound of a charanga is very
weak. Basically you have two violins, and a �ute, which are most of the
time playing one note. And you have a bass playing one note, and the
piano playing whatever, sometimes one note, sometimes chords, whatever.
But, if you shake that foundation, especially the bass, everything crumbles.
So the bass has to be simple and steady.

JM: Right

WE: Because it’s carrying the heavy . . .most of the weight of a . . . the
structure is based on it. So the bass has to be steady, no matter what
rhythm you’re playing, how fast or slow you’re playing. The bass has to
be there because on top of the bass you don’t have very much. It’s not
like a jazz band, you got three or four saxes, trombones, your chords are
being extended. . .

JM: So the bass can play up here [mimes bassist high on �ngerboard].

WE: Yeah, the bass could do anything and you still have four or �ve or
six di�erent instruments keeping that chord going. Well in charanga, no
matter what you do, you have three or four instruments. Very light strings,
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playing, carrying that sound, and if you break it up too much, it’s gonna
crumble. That’s why George said, “My bass player, I want him to play
simple.” Which is the same thing I do with my bass player: play simple,
only, when we’re going to change, we change together, so that we create
something together. Not that I’m doing something and you’re doing
something else. Because then it becomes even weaker. We gotta blend,
that’s the di�erence with me. I wait for certain action or reaction of the
band, to improvise on it with my bass player. I don’t let him go by himself.

Mr. Ellis went on to describe his aesthetic for both charangas and conjuntos, one
where the highest value is placed on the integrated performance of the total ensemble,
rather than on that of individual players. He gave as an example the conjunto El Gran
Combo de Puerto Rico.

Mr. Ellis’s explanation of tı́pico playing touches on several points already discussed
above: (1) a simple, steady bass line; (2) the integration with this bass line of the piano
montuno and the string guajeos; and (3) the normal instrumentation of New York
charangas–only two violins–which makes such integration even more necessary than
it would be if the string section were larger. Tı́pica Novel’s live performances put these
ideas into practice with a high degree of skill.

5.3 Charanga América

Charanga América was founded 11 years ago by conguero George Maysonet, from
Puerto Rico. He moved to New York as a youth and grew up in Spanish Harlem and
the Bronx. Charanga América uses C �ute and violin and cello rather than the �ve-key
�ute and two violins of Orquesta Broadway and Tı́pica Novel.

Charanga América’s repertoire is standard and conservative. Occasionally other
charanga musicians say that Charanga América does not “groove” as hard as Broadway
or Novel, but the group is very popular, both in the Manhattan and Queens clubs that
I visited.

According to Mr. Maysonet, Charanga América, Orquesta Broadway, Tı́pica Novel
and José Fajardo are the groups who are keeping the tı́pico charanga sound alive.
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Charanga 76 has modernized by adding brass instruments to appeal to the conjunto
audience. “Once you inject the brass it automatically changes the sound.”8

He uses cello out of the belief that it is an important part of the charanga sound.
In fact, Mr. Maysonet says, “�ute, cello, and güiro identify that style of music.” Mr.
Maysonet is aware of the newer styles that Cuban charangas and Son Primero in New
York are playing, but the new styles such as songo are “very hard to do in New York
City.” New York crowds are dancing crowds. “Cha-onda, songo and that, this is all
rumba style show music.” In other words, it is for listening, not dancing, as far as he is
concerned.9

In New York the standard clave patterns are most often used. But the newer Cuban
groups use the syncopated 3-2 clave, often heard in rumba guaguancó (see Ex. 17). “You
know, if you really notice the tapes that come from Cuba, it’s mostly rumba style.”

Mr. Maysonet sees a clear set of choices leading to this new style which would not
be feasible for his band to make. New York musicians and arrangers are used to the
standard 3-2 and 2-3 claves. In the area of instrumentation,

the change would be from baby bass to Fender, from regular typical small
piano to a Rolls Royce with an American, synthesized type of sound,
which is used now. The �ute . . .doesn’t have the position that it has in
the typical music. Flute is just another instrument playing accompanying
music .... In the style that we play now—the typical music—the �ute is
one of the soloists.

The term tipico, in its literal translation to the English “typical,” is much in evidence
in these comments. The choices that Mr. Maysonet outlined that move away from
the tı́pico sound are the ones that help de�ne what is tı́pico itself. When a group
modernizes, it loses the tı́pico sound.

In a discussion of the charanga’s role as provider of dance music, Mr. Maysonet
described the tı́pico sound further.

8Interview, 5 Feb. 1988; the following comments are also drawn from this interview.
9The songo genre is very popular for dancing in Cuba.
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As a matter of fact, charanga is more de�nite for dancing [than the con-
junto is]. It comes through more clearly, and if it’s played correctly it has a
lot more feeling, much more accent for the dancer. If it’s played correctly:
one drum, you have the �ute which is a kind of a light, classical sound
of music, violins, which is also, if they play well, you know, very classical.
Bass comes through very clearly. Piano [has] very, very simple vamps. Big
brass bands are mixing two di�erent bells, maybe two, three drums. Then
you have alot of freedom in the piano and bass that could do all kinds of
things, which, it’s still the same clave but it’s freer, it’s more towards the
jazz aspect of it. And they do more, so it makes it a little bit more di�cult
to . . .get the de�nition of the beat.

Observation of Charanga América’s performances supports what Mr. Maysonet
says about the tı́pico sound. His band plays in a tı́pico style, and dancers do enjoy it.
He hears modernizing in�uences in the music of the conjuntos, which, in his opinion,
is taking it away from the tı́pico sound, and hence from its roots.

Everything has modernized, in a sense. It’s not a bad step, you know. But
we have lost the roots. Our young musicians have lost their roots. For
example, if I play charanga in the typical sense, its [sings a son montuno
piano pattern], that’s what the vamp was. Or [sings chachachá piano
pattern]. Usually those were the vamps that were the phrasing of the
whole structure of this thing. That’s all very simple [sings a simple bass
line]. Not any more. You don’t hear that anymore. Now you get the same
guy, same bass player: [sings an active bass line]. Now he’s playing the
melody, man, like a jazz [bassist].

So in a sense, that’s what I’m talking about, that everything has changed.
Everything moves ahead, which I don’t think is wrong, but I never could
inject myself into that. It’s like alien to me. So when I play, I try to play
with that typical feeling.
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Our conversation included the topic of jazz, particularly the changes in jazz styles
which were among the factors that caused its audience to change from a dancing one
to a listening one. Mr. Maysonet witnessed those changes in the New York jazz scene,
and believes a that similar development is taking place in Latin music in this country,
as it absorbs jazz in�uences and becomes more of a music for listening. Rather than
playing for a dancing audience, young musicians are playing for themselves, and losing
the dancing public.

Mr. Maysonet has studied the historical roots of the charanga, and is quite con-
scious of the tradition his group is carrying on. He has records that

explain the whole thing from the brass, when it comes from the streets of
France. Started as brass, and through Spain, and it went into Haiti, and
from Haiti into Cuba. And then the classical music that was being played
by the Spaniards in Cuba got mixed in with this style. Took out the brass.
The rhythm from the African . . . and the son. And before you know it, it
became a typical music of Cuba.

When he invites band members to his house to hear these historical things, “they
don’t want to hear it because [they say] ‘that’s old fashioned music.’ ” In the following
comments, Mr. Maysonet describes the distinction between playing for an audience
and playing for one’s own enjoyment:

The roots are there. No matter what you do, man, the roots, you gotta
know where they come from. [There are] alot of things in the Latin
�eld that alot of the young guys are forgetting. They’re going in a way
that is getting away from roots and going into something more modern.
Fine—there ain’t nothing wrong with that. I don’t want to play the same
thing—charanga—over and over. I want to get three violins, and I want
to get a cello in there, and I want to get a synthesizer, I want to put
an American drum into my band, I want to get three drums [he’s the
conguero] and I want my son [the timbalero] to get some cymbals, and
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get some batá drums, and get something heavy going. But I gotta do that
for myself.

Now, one may object at this point that additions such as batá drums, which are
directly African-in�uenced, and associated with Afro-Cuban sacred music, should
not be considered a modernization. They are just that, however, when viewed in the
context of the tradition of the charanga. Whether the additions are modern (American
drumset) or Afro-Cuban, the practice itself of changing the traditional charanga sound
can be considered a modernization. The charanga tradition, according to Mr. Maysonet,
is made up of a distinct set of musical attributes whose preservation depends on a
willingness on the part of musicians to continue playing music that is preferred by the
New York dancing public.

5.4 Summary

This chapter described Orquesta Broadway as the longest-lived charanga in New York,
with direct links to the Cuban charanga tradition, whose repertoire includes all of the
genres associated with the charanga: the danzón, the chachachá, the son montuno, the
mambo, the guaracha, the bolero, and the merengue. Stylistically, Broadway is a tı́pico
ensemble, using all of the senses of the term outlined in chapter 3.

Tipica Novel also has roots in the Cuban tradition through its director, Willie Ellis.
Its music exempli�es the tı́pico aesthetic as a group aesthetic, based on coordination
among rhythm and melodic instrument players. Charanga América shares this aesthetic
as well. Leader George Maysonet’s comments illuminated the function of the charanga
as a provider of music for dancing.



Six

Summary

The historical roots of the charanga ensemble date from the late 18th century, when
European-derived ballroom dances performed by orquestas tı́picas were popular with
the newly-emerging upper classes in Cuba. Through the gradual absorption of Cuban
musical in�uences, the French-derived contredanse gave rise to the contradanza, which
was sectional in form and included a coda which was more rhythmically accented than
the previous sections. By the 1870s-1880s, the danzón had emerged through continued
Cuban musical in�uences on the contradanza. Along with it came a new ensemble, the
charanga francesa, made up of �ve-key �ute, strings, piano, contrabass, timbales, and
güiro. With the exception of the vocalists, tumbadora, and cencerro which were added
in the �rst half of the 20th century, this instrumentation is preserved in the present-day
charanga.

As the son became part of the musical environment in Havana during the 1920s,
eclipsing in popularity the danzón, some of its elements, especially the anticipated bass
and tres patterns, began to be fused with the danzón’s coda. Members of the Antonio
Arcaño orchestra carried this fusion further in the danzón-mambo, which helped the
danzón, and with it the charanga ensemble, to again become widely popular. The
mambo was adopted by conjunto ensembles, especially that of Arsenio Rodriguez,
and by Pérez Prado in a big band jazz ensemble. This popularity spread throughout
the world in the 1950s with Enrique Jorrı́n’s innovation, the chachachá.

Since the Cuban Revolution of 1959, the charanga ensemble and its music have
developed separately. In the U.S., Cuban models, especially that of La Orquesta Aragón,
were perpetuated by José Fajardo’s orchestra and Orquesta Broadway, among others.
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Charangas have continued to exist, in this conservative mode, to the present, sharing
the New York Latin dance music �eld with the conjunto.

In Cuba, musicians working in the charanga format have introduced innovations
in instrumentation and rhythm. Despite the economic and cultural blockade imposed
by the U.S., many facets of Cuban popular music have yielded fruitful innovations
since the revolution.1

The following characteristics de�ne the musical style of the charanga in present-
day New York: instrumentation of �ve-key �ute, two violins, electric bass, electric
piano, tumbadora, timbales, cencerro, güiro, lead vocalist, and supporting vocalist(s);
arrangements and improvised passages featuring diatonic melodic movement and
harmonically simple ostinato patterns; a repertoire which includes the son montuno,
mambo, guaracha, guajira, danzón, chachachá, bolero, merengue, and songs which
combine two of the genres listed; the selection of songs based on the performance
context—more danzones and chachachás for older audiences, more fast songs for
younger ones; and song texts which deal for the most part with romantic love, pastoral
appreciations of Cuba and Puerto Rico, and Cuban dance music itself.

This set of musical attributes, combined with an aesthetic valuation of simplicity,
consistency, and adherence to Cuban musical models, follows musicians notions of
what is tı́pico. The referents of this complex concept range from the style of music that
is suited to a particular type of ensemble, to an inclusive identi�cation of island-rooted
cultural items which can be termed “traditional.”

Orquesta Broadway’s performances in nightclubs in Manhattan, Queens, and
the Bronx are structured in sets of four or �ve songs. Uptempo genres such as the
montuno, mambo, and guaracha (where m.m. = circa 200) are the most common, in
keeping with audience preferences for faster songs. The audience composition at each
nightclub follows consistent patterns. At Ipanema, in midtown Manhattan, it includes
older Cubans and Nuyoricans, especially at the Sunday evening performances, where
medium tempo genres, such as the chachacha (m.m. = circa 150) and slow genres such
as the danzón (m.m. = circa 120) are performed more often than at any other site. At El

1See Acosta (1978) and Manuel (1987) for a discussion of musical developments in Cuba.
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Abuelo, in Sunnyside, Queens, the audience is young and primarily Colombian. At the
Tapestry club in the Bronx, the audience is also young and predominantly Nuyorican.
At both sites, performances by Orquesta Broadway emphasize faster songs played in a
rhythmically intense fashion.

Although it is generally recognized by musicians and audiences alike that the music
of the charanga is Cuban in origin, its New York audiences are pan-Latino, with the
following quali�cations. The Cuban segment is small compared with the Puerto Rican
segment, in part since the latter group is numerically much larger.2 In Queens, the salsa
audiences in general are made up of South Americans.

The point of this enumeration of ethnic groups is that the present-day charanga
audience is diverse in terms of age and national heritage. While at earlier periods in
its history the ensemble may have catered to a predominantly Cuban and upper class
audience, this is not the case in New York at present. Charangas perform in the same
nightclubs as do salsa conjuntos, and to an extent they share the same audience. There
is a segment of the audience which prefers charangas to conjuntos, and these audience
members tend to be old enough to have enjoyed the vogues of the charanga during the
1960s and 1970s.

The continuity with Cuban musical practices which Orquesta Broadway maintains
is based on personal relationships, especially with members of La Orquesta Aragón.
In its instrumentation, repertoire, arranging and improvising techniques, song texts,
and above all, its adherence to the concept of what is tı́pico, Orquesta Broadway is
carrying on the Cuban charanga tradition. Supplemental information about Orquesta
Tı́pica Novel and Charanga América con�rms that the charanga ensemble has a distinct
identity within the domain of Latin popular music, with recognized historical roots,
and whose continuing source of stylistic guidance is the concept of what is tı́pico.

2Several musicians claimed than New York-area Cubans are not enthusiastic supporters of Cuban
music, but such statements are di�cult to test.
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Song Texts

“Como Camina Maria,” J. Abal, Orquesta Broadway, Dengue

Coro: Como camina Maria
Como camina Maria

The way Maria walks
The way Maria Walks

Solo: Maria no se que tiene Maria I don’t know what you’ve got
Que cuando va caminando ası́ When you go walking like that
Todo el mundo admirando ya Everybody’s admiring
Los pasos vas pisando tu. The steps you’re taking.
Ay ay ay Maria Ay ay ay Maria
Maria Maria
Ay ay ay Maria Ay ay ay Maria
Maria Maria
Maria siempre está cantando Maria’s always singing
Maria siempre está bailando Maria’s always dancing
Pero lo que mas me gusta es. . . But what I like best is. . .

Coro: Como camina Maria The way Maria walks
Como camina Maria The way Maria walks
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“Presentimiento,” Orquesta Broadway, Pasaporte (Rondon 1980, 192–3)

Yo tengo un presentimiento
Es algo lo que yo siento
Que todo se acabará
Que todo se acabará
Que nada en la vida dura
Todo tiene su �nal
Ay ay ay

I have a premonition
It’s something that I feel
That everything’s going to end
That everything’s going to end
That nothing in life lasts
Everything has its end
Ay ay ay

Me acuerdo de Estanislao
Que un dı́a tenı́a cien pesos
Y al otro dı́a estaba pelao
Digo ası́ porque
La vida sı́ que es un tormento
Digo ası́ porque
Es que hay que vivir el momento
No hay un momento feliz. . .

I agree with Stanislaus
Who had 100 pesos one day
And was broke the next
I talk this way because
Life itself is a torment
I talk this way because
One has to live each moment
There is no happy moment. . .

Yo tengo el presentimiento
Que ya todo se acabó
Yo tengo el presentimiento
Que ya todo se acabó
Que ya todo se acabó
Que ya todo se acabó

I have the premonition
That everything’s already ended
I have the premonition
That everything’s already ended
That everything’s already ended
That everything’s already ended

Goza la vida
Goza la vida como hago yo
Goza la vida, gózala. . .

Enjoy life
Enjoy life like I do
Enjoy life, enjoy it...
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“Julio de Lima,” comp. Danny Gonzalez, arr. Ronnie Baró, Orquesta Broadway,
¡Ahora Es Cuando Eh!

Dónde estará Don Julio
Quien fue un hermano nuestro
Y tocó hasta el momento
Que no pudo más
Con su violin

Where will Don Julio be
Who was a brother of ours
And played until the moment
When he could no longer
With his violin

El con nadie comentaba
Siempre todo lo callaba
Pues Julio no se quejaba
De sus penas y sufrimientos

He never talked about anyone
He always kept to himself
Since Julio never complained
About his pains and su�erings

El ya no se encuentra aquı́
Con nosostros sus hermanos
Además no olvidaremos
Ese amigo quien modesto fue

He’s no longer here
With us, his brothers
We’ll never forget him
This friend who was so modest

Despidiéndonos de ti
Esperamos que al �n
Tu estarás con el Señor
En Su Gloria y en Su Jardı́n

We say goodbye to you
We hope that in the end
You will be with the Lord
In His Glory and in His Garden

coros: Violinista de primera
Julio de Lima Peru

Violinist of �rst rank
Julio from Lima, Peru

Machu Picchu, Machu Picchu Machu Picchu, Machu Picchu

De Lima, de Lima From Lima, from Lima
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